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SUMMARY
Crop monitoring is one of the most important tasks in precision agriculture, and to
reduce cost, such task is often performed autonomously by unmanned aerial and ground
vehicles. To capture 3D geometric information about crops, existing systems mostly use
LIDAR, but LIDAR is expensive and there is a desire to replace it with cheaper sensors
like monocular cameras coupled with techniques to obtain 3D reconstructions from 2D
images. One of the major disadvantages of many existing 3D reconstruction algorithms is
that they assume the scene is static, and they cannot be used to monitor crops growing over
time. Moreover, many existing 3D reconstruction algorithms are not designed to handle
multi-spectral or hyper-spectral images, which are commonly used in precision agriculture
to recover information that cannot be seen by naked eye.
In this work I propose a full pipeline for building 3D reconstructions from temporal
and multi-modal image sequences to use in precision agriculture applications. The three
major technical contributions are: (1) 3D reconstruction for low-cost systems enabled by
Gaussian process based continuous-time SLAM, (2) spatio-temporal 4D reconstruction to
enable the monitoring of crops over time, and (3) weakly-supervised learning of local im-
age descriptors between multiple image modalities. I also collected a multi-year growing





The growth and final yield of crops are threatened by many biotic and abiotic factors,
such as pests, weeds, lack/excess water and nutrition. Although pesticide, fertilizer, and
irrigation system are widely used in modern agriculture, research shows that farmers are
still suffering about 20%-40% losses of final yield worldwide [1]. Why farmers still suffer
yield losses with help from pesticide/fertilizer/irrigation? The main reason is not the tools,
but decision making. A farm does not share the same condition everywhere in the field in
general. Soil, nutrition condition and micro-climate can differ over the field. If a farmer
makes one decision and apply the same action over the whole field, the growth may not be
optimal everywhere, thus yield loss happens.
The major methodology to overcome the issue is precision agriculture [2]. The generic
definition of precision agriculture is “that kind of agriculture that increases the number of
(correct) decisions per unit area of land per unit time with associated net benefits” [2]. With
increased spatial resolution of decision making process, most areas of the field will reach
the optimal condition for crop growing, and the final yield will be maximized.
To increase number of decisions over the field, more information of the field with in-
creased spatial resolution is needed from various types of sources. Field trials have shown
that using soil sensor measurements to vary amount of water to use in the field increases
the final yield by 45% meanwhile reducing water usage by 35% [3]. But due to high cost of
deploying soil sensors at high spatial resolution and manual labor to process sensor reading,
only less than 20 percent farmers in US can afford such sensors, as reported by USDA [4].
Aerial and satellite imageries are good sources of field and crop information, but they all
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have limited both spatial and temporal resolutions. Color and spectral satellite images have
been collected and used for yield prediction purpose [5, 6], and USDA provides high res-
olution images captured by manned aircrafts. But due to the limited flexibility of satellite
and manned aircraft flights, aerial and satellite imageries are available at relatively low and
uncontrolled frequencies, like few updates per year, which may not enough for farmers to
make timely decisions during crop growing seasons.
Recently, crop monitoring with unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) [7, 8, 9, 10, 11] and
unmanned groundvehicles (UGVs) [12, 13, 14, 15, 16] have drawn increasing attentions
from both precision agricultural and robotics communities, since its flexibility to provide
sensor data at high spatial and temporal resolutions, and its low cost achieved by saving
human labor. In [9] a system is built with a LIDAR scanner, a stereo camera, an IMU plus
a GPS, and the system is mounted on a multi-rotor UAV to obtain 3D occupancy grids of
trees. To reduce system cost, a 2D laser scanner other than 3D LIDAR is mounted on a
multi-rotor UAV to obtain tree heights in [8]. To further reduce system cost, instead of
using 2D laser scanner or 3D LIDAR, researchers [12, 10, 11] use lower cost camera as the
main sensor on the UAV, to obtain crop information solely from analyzing 2D images [12,
11] or by running 3D reconstruction on images and get 3D crop information [10].
3D reconstruction is a very useful tool in precision agriculture to get 3D geometric
information of crops from 2D images. Although computer vision techniques on 2D images
have been used in crop monitoring and yield estimation for years [12, 15, 17, 18], 3D
models provide more geometric information and they are recently preferred in precision
agriculture, including forest monitoring [13], tree specie identification [19], tree counting
in orchards [14, 16], and crop height measurement [20, 21]. But many of the existing
systems rely on LIDARs to get 3D crop information [13, 19, 14, 16, 20, 21] , which are too
expensive to be widely used by every farmers. There are also existing papers using Kinect
depth sensor [22] and RGB color camera [23, 24] as input, but they all need artificial
illumination to work properly, so they need special mobile shields to cover the cameras, or
2
Figure 1.1: Representative works of using 3D information in crop mornitoring (from top
to bottom, left to right): using UAV equipped with a 2D laser scanner to measure crop
height [8]; using 3D LIDAR to estimate volume of wood in forest [13]; crop height es-
timation from 3D point cloud from LIDAR [21]; LIDAR-Based tree recognition in or-
chards [16]; capturing cotton depth and multi-spectual images by mobile shield to avoid
sunlight interference [22].
the systems have to operate during night. To make the system affordable and to simple-to-
use to farmers, we want to obtain 3D reconstruction of field and crops from regular color
images taken by UAVs or UGVs under natural illumination.
Although the major technique to recover 3D structure from a set of 2D images is struc-
ture from motion (SfM) [25, 26], which is a well-studied topic, but most SfM algorithms
assume that the scene is static, which is not the case in crop monitoring, since we need
to reconstruct and model the growth of the crops. Thus the crop monitoring task leads to
a research problem of 3D reconstruction of dynamic scenes, which leads to the problem
4D reconstruction (3D + time). Although there are several existing works about the topic
4D reconstruction [27, 28, 29, 30, 31], they have various constraints that prevent the meth-
ods to be directly applied to crop monitoring applications, which leads to open research
questions.
Images within different wavelength ranges provide lots of information that cannot be
seen by the naked eye, and these information are particularly important in agriculture,
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since different types of pigment have different absorption distributions in electromagnetic
spectrum, which can help us identity the health of crops. For example, chlorophyll has
strong absorption in the red and blue portions of the electromagnetic spectrum [32]. Hyper-
spectral and multi-spectral cameras are used to capture the imageries with different wave-
length information. Low cost hyper-spectral and multi-spectral cameras have been com-
mercialized for years, and Hyper-spectral and multi-spectral imageries are taken from var-
ious platforms, including satellite, drones and group vehicles. These platforms have been
used in various crop monitoring tasks, including recent studies on cotton [33, 22] and
blueberry [34]. Normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) is one the most important
application of multi-spectral image information in crop monitoring, since it is an indica-
tor for vegetation density and health condition, and it can be also used to estimate other
vegetation health index like leaf area index [35]. NDVI across different seasons [36] and
different years [37, 38] has been studies on satellite imageries.
However, most existing SfM implementations are not compatible with mixed input from
different image modalities, which is a common case in precision agriculture. To enable
SfM techniques with combining different modalities from multi-spectral images, data as-
sociation between different image modalities is needed, e.g. registering images between
modalities. Registering images between modalities is neither a new need (The NDVI need
be calculated by the visible red and near infrared light as the same point), nor new research
topics [39, 40, 41, 42]. However, due to the target image types of most existing methods
(satellite or medical imageries), these techniques do not directly apply to 3D reconstruction
applications. Therefor, there are demands of combining 3D reconstruction techniques with
imageries of multiple modalities, like spectral imageries.
In this thesis I propose a full multi-sensor 3D reconstruction pipeline, which take tem-
poral image sequences from multi-model image sensors, plus various other sensor data
such as inertial measurement unit (IMU) and GPS data, output a series of registered 3D





















Figure 1.2: Concept of temporal (left) and multi-model (right) 3D reconstruction.
3D reconstruction consists multiple 3D reconstructions, each one reconstructs the field a
single time and uses images from one type of image sensors. All 3D reconstructions are
well registered into a single coordinate frame, so we can easily recover 3D geometric infor-
mation of crops of one place at different time and wavelength. The concept of the temporal
and multi-model 3D reconstruction is shown in Figure 1.2.
1.2 Thesis statement and claims
The outcomes of this thesis support the following thesis statement:
Extending 3D reconstruction to spatio-temporal reconstruction and multi-model 3D
reconstruction gives us the ability to capture time-series and multi-spectral 3D information
of crops, enabling better crop monitoring in precision agriculture.
In particular, I unpack this thesis into three separate sub claims:
1. Monocular 3D reconstruction method obtains highly accurate and large scale 3D
reconstructions from various low-cost sensor data, and the 3D reconstructions are
useful to estimate 3D information of crops.
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2. Spatio-temporal (4D) reconstruction method obtains highly accurate and large scale
spatio-temporal reconstructions from various low-cost sensor data, which are col-
lected at time sequences, and the spatio-temporal reconstructions are useful to esti-
mate 3D information of crops in temporal sequences.
3. Weakly-supervised local image descriptor and alignment learning obtains robust im-
age registration of different modalities from input without annotation, enables getting
multi-spectral 3D information of crop with little human labor.
1.3 Contributions
There are four major contributions of this thesis:
1. A large scale, low cost, and flexible monocular 3D reconstruction pipeline using low-
cost sensor input, including a general Gaussian process (GP) based continuous-time
trajectory optimization for fusion of asynchronous multiple sensors.
2. An accurate, low cost, and flexible spatio-temporal (4D) reconstruction pipeline,
which models continuously changing scenes in 3D.
3. A weakly-supervised, general, and robust local image descriptor and alignment learn-
ing for cross-modality image registration.
4. A multi-year large scale field dataset collected by aerial and ground vehicles for
evaluating crop monitoring applications.
The thesis is organized in the following way: Chapter 3 describes the proposed monoc-
ular 3D reconstruction pipeline including the proposed GP based continuous-time trajec-
tory estimation method; Chapter 4 describes the proposed spatio-temporal reconstruction
pipeline; Chapter 5 describes the proposed weakly-supervised cross-modality image regis-
tration learning. Also, two datasets are collected for evaluation purpose, one is a multi-year
field dataset collected by ground vehicles, the other one is a multi-spectral dataset collected
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Although there are existing datasets collected with both large scale spatial and temporal in-
formation [43, 44, 45], however, all of these datasets were collected in urban environments
(mostly on the streets), targeting autonomous driving applications, and are not suitable for
evaluating algorithms for precision agriculture applications.
While working on this thesis, I collected two field datasets for the purpose of evaluation.
One dataset is collected by ground vehicles at Tifton, Georgia with GTRI and the University
and Gerogia, the other one was collected by aerial vehicles near Seattle Washington with
Microsoft Research. The ground vehicle dataset was collected with multiple sensors (RGB
camera, GPS, IMU, etc.), and used to evaluate spatio-temporal reconstruction. The drone
dataset is collected with a multi-spectral camera, and used to evaluate multi-modal image
registration.
2.1 Ground dataset collected at Tifton, GA
2.1.1 Equipment
I worked with GTRI and the University and Gerogia, to set up a ground vehicle equipped
with a sensor box to collect a 3 years (from 2016 to 2018) field dataset at Tifton, GA [46].
In particular, I built sensor box that contains (1) a Point Grey monocular global shutter
camera, streams 1280×960 color images at 7.5Hz, (2) a 9-DOF IMU with magnetometer,
acceleration and angular rate are streamed at 167Hz, and magnetic field data is streamed
at 110Hz, (3) a high accuracy RTK-GPS, and a low accuracy GPS, both of them stream
latitude, longitude and absolute height data at 5Hz, and (4) a computer with data storage
and remote control access. The sensor combo is mounted on a ground vehicle which is
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shown in Figure 2.1.
2.1.2 Field datasets
On the course of 2016, I recorded a complete season of peanut growth, which started May
25, and completed Aug 22, right before harvest. The size of the field is about 150m×120m,
and the map of the field is shown in Figure 2.2. The data collection had a total of 23 sessions
over 89 days, approximately two per week, with a few exceptions due to severe weather
conditions. Example images of different dates are shown in Fig. 2.3. Each session lasted
about 40 minutes, and consisted of the tractor driving about 3.8 km in the field. At the end
of the peanut season, total of 140 GB data were collected, include 15 hours tractor runs,
70 km total drives, more than 350 thousands images, and 450 thousands GPS coordinates
are recorded. In addition to sensor data, ground truth crop properties (height and leaf
chlorophyll) at 47 sampling sites in the field were measured weekly by human operators.
The 2017 dataset was collected at the same field with year 2016, but with different
ground vehicle paths Total of 23 sessions over 98 days were collected, but due to corrupted
RTK-GPS data in some of the sessions, only 17 sessions are good for later data analysis.
Each session lasted about 50 minutes, and consisted of the tractor driving about 5.2 km in
the field. Example images of different dates are shown in Fig. 2.4. At the end of the peanut
season, total of 110 GB good data were collected, include 14 hours tractor runs, 88 km total
drives, more than 370 thousands images, and 500 thousands GPS coordinates are recorded.
The 2018 dataset was collected at a different field with 2016 and 2017, which is smaller
than previous years (about 1/3 size of the 2016/2017 field). Total of 4 sessions over 34
days were collected before this thesis is finished. Each session lasted about 20 minutes,
and consisted of the tractor driving about 1.6km in the field. Example images of different
dates are shown in Fig. 2.5.
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Figure 2.1: Left: the tractor used to mount sensor box and collect dataset. Right: the sensor
box, include a monocular color camera, an PX4 IMU module with a low precision GPS,
a RTK-GPS module (not shown in image), an Odroid U3 computer, a 256GB SSD hard





























Figure 2.2: The ground vehicle RTK-GPS trajectories of field datasets collected from 2016
to 2018, overlaid on Google Map, shown from left to right. For 2016 dataset, the manual
height and leaf chlorophyll sampling locations are marked as red dots.
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Figure 2.3: Eight sample image frames taken at approximately the same location in the
field in 2016, dates taken are marked on images.
Figure 2.4: Eight sample image frames taken at approximately the same location in the
field in 2017, dates taken are marked on images.
Figure 2.5: Four sample image frames taken at approximately the same location in the field
in 2018, before the thesis is done, dates taken are marked on images.
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2.2 Drone dataset collected near Seattle, WA
The drone dataset was collected in a field near Seattle, WA in collaboration with Microsoft
Research. The vehicle is a 3DRobotics quadrotor, shown in Fig. 2.6, equipped a MicaSense
Parrot Sequoia multi-spectral camera. The Sequoia multi-spectral camera have 5 indepen-
dent lens and CMOS sensors, as shown in Fig. 2.6: One is regular RGB camera, four
are narrow band cameras. The four narrow band cameras are sensitive to near-infrared
(800nm), red-edge (720nm), red (650nm) and green (550nm) light, and wavelength bands
of each channel are all smaller than 30nm. Five cameras have similar field of view, and
their optical axises are roughly aligned to the same direction. But the camera is neither
calibrated, nor the optical axises are aligned exactly due to manufacturing errors, so the
output images are not aligned or registered. Fig. 2.7 shows an example image set.
During data collection, the drone was set up to fly 30 meters above the field, and fol-
low a pre-programmed path. Due to data license, the dataset available for evaluation in
this thesis is limited 50 non-consecutive image sets selected from multiple data collection
sessions. This dataset will be used in evaluation section of Chapter 5.
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Figure 2.6: Left: the drones used to collected dataset (photo courtesy of James Pavis).
Right: the Sequoia multi-spectral camera used to capture multi-spectral images, text indi-
cates band of each lens.
(a) RGB
(b) Near-infrared (800nm) (c) Red edge (720nm)
(d) Red (650nm) (e) Green (550nm)




3D RECONSTRUCTION OF DATA FROM LOW-COST SENSORS
3.1 Introduction and claims
As discussed in Chapter 1, in most current precision agriculture systems, 3D information
is captured by LIDARs which are very expensive. Kinect depth sensors have also been
used in precision agriculture [22], but due to structured lighting pattern getting lost in the
ambient infrared light, Kinect sensors have to be used during night time or in a covered
shield in outdoor applications.
Structure from motion (SfM) and its cousin, simultaneous localization and mapping
(SLAM), have been extensively used in 3D reconstruction from images. SfM is mostly used
for offline reconstruction in which images are captured with no particular order, even not
by the same camera (e.g. Google image searching result); SLAM is mostly used for online
applications, in which image sequences or videos are from a single (or a few) camera with
known time order. Although the 3D reconstruction has not to be done online by proposed
method, our dataset has online nature: all images come from the same calibrated camera
and they are all in a sequence with known order and time interval. So we propose a multi-
sensor SLAM pipeline for 3D reconstruction in the field, and use it to process datasets
offline (not on the vehicle).
One of the major difficulties in designing a multi-sensor SLAM pipeline is how to fuse
information from multiple sensors, especially when messages from different sensors are not
hardware-synchronized, i.e., when messages arrive from different ports asynchronously.
For the SLAM pipeline which targets to 3D reconstruction purpose, we want to estimate
transformations of the camera at the time steps when images are taken, using sensor input
not limited to images, e.g. GPS coordinates and IMU readings. But what if the other sensor
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are not read exactly at the time when images are taken? Hardware synchronization can be
applied to avoid such issue by trigging all sensor reading by a single signal, but all sensors
must support external trigging and synchronization hardware have to be installed, which
may not be the case in low-cost systems, such as our data collection system in Chapter 2.
Continuous-time trajectory representations provide solutions for the difficulty men-
tioned above. Unlike discretized trajectory representations that are commonly used in
SLAM, continuous-time representations can be used to query robot states over the tra-
jectories at any time of interest, and perform sensor fusions with asynchronous sensor data.
In this chapter I propose a 3D reconstruction pipeline to obtain 3D models of fields
using a low-cost monocular camera as the main sensor to get 3D structure, although a
stereo camera pair is also compatible to this framework. In this section the proposed 3D
reconstruction pipeline has two parts: first I propose a general Gaussian process (GP) based
continues-time SLAM framework for fusion of data from multiple asynchronous sensors;
second I propose a monocular SLAM pipeline for low-cost precision agriculture systems.
My claims for the proposed 3D reconstruction pipeline are:
• Low cost: the proposed 3D reconstruction pipeline works for low-cost precision
agriculture systems, by 3D reconstruction using a monocular camera and avoiding
expensive LIDAR.
• Flexible: the proposed 3D reconstruction pipeline is plug-and-play to any type of
sensor, and no hardware synchronization is needed, by using the proposed general
GP-based continues-time SLAM framework.
• Large scale: the proposed 3D reconstruction pipeline works for large fields in real
farms, with limited memory usage, because of system level contribution combining
sensor fusion by factor graph and structure-less vision factor.




SfM and SLAM SfM has been used for offline 3D reconstruction for many years. Early
SfM methods are matrix factorization based method [50], but people have moved to opti-
mization based method called bundle adjustment [51] for years, since compare to matrix
factorization based methods, bundle adjustment works more efficiently for large scale prob-
lems, like problems of city scale [25, 26].
Another widely used method for 3D reconstruction is monocular SLAM, which is
mostly used in online scenarios. Most early works of monocular SLAM are extended
Kalman filter (EFK) based [52], then people move to optimization and factor graph based
methods [53]. Some recent works using direct method e.g. LSD-SLAM [54] and DSO [55]
or semi-direct method like SVO [56]. In the multi sensor 3D reconstruction pipeline, fac-
tor graph based method [53] is chosen, since factor graph has been widely used in sensor
fusion [57], and can be easily extended to multi-sensor cases.
Continuous-time SLAM Continuous-time trajectory representations address two prob-
lems in SLAM: (1) when sensors continuously measure environment and output data, there
is no fixed time stamp for sensor output, thus this data can be hardly supported by SLAM
methods using discrete-time trajectories. Example sensors include spinning LIDAR and
rolling-shutter cameras. (2) When sensor measurements arrive asynchronously, for exam-
ple in the agriculture dataset, camera images come at 7.5Hz and GPS measurements come
at 5Hz. It’s hard to estimate camera poses with help from GPS with discrete-time trajectory,
since data from both sensors are not arrived synchronously. Several popular continuous-
time trajectory representations include linear interpolation [58, 59, 60], splines [61, 62, 63,
64, 65, 66], hierarchical wavelets [67] and Gaussian processes [68, 69, 70, 71]. In this
section GP-based continues-time SLAM methods [68, 69, 70, 71] are used and extent, and
a more detailed literature review about GP-based continuous-time SLAM methods will be
given in next section.
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GP-based continues-time SLAM A Gaussian process (GP) is a probabilistic non-parametric
representation of continuous-time trajectories, which has been used in state estimation and
SLAM in recent years. Tong et al. [68] shows the trajectory estimation problems can
be translated to GP regressions, called simultaneous trajectory estimation and mapping
(STEAM), which is a continuous-time extension of SLAM. This approach is soon extended
to full 3D problems [72]. By allowing various GP priors on robot trajectories, this approach
is a general approach to solve various types of trajectory estimation, but it’s also quite ex-
pensive in computation time due to the dense inverse kernel matrices.
The sparsity properties of the linear systems underlying SLAM problems has been well
studied [51, 53, 73], and it is the key to keep scalability for many optimization-based SLAM
algorithms. By applying appropriate GP prior on trajectories, Barfoot et al. [69] first found
the inverse kernel matrices cab be exactly sparse, leading to efficient solution of GP re-
gression. This approach is further extended to GP priors driven by nonlinear time-varying
stochastic differential equations (NTV-SDEs) [70], and incremental GP regression frame-
works [74]. But the major drawback of these approaches is they all require the system state
is in vector space, which is not always viable in general trajectory estimation problems. For
example, there is no canonical coordinate exist for rigid-body rotation in 3D space without
singularity (Euler angles) and extra constrain (quaternions).
In this work the sparse GP approach [69] is extended to general matrix Lie groups
[75], extending the approach to a much more general setting. By extending such approach
to matrix Lie groups, the trajectory estimation problems could be solved by continuous-
time GP approaches will be more general. For example, an attitude and heading reference
system (AHRS) [76] can be treated as trajectory estimation on the special orthogonal group
SO(3), and 3D trajectory estimation for a monocular camera without scale information
can be treated as trajectory estimation on the similarity transformation group Sim(3) [54].
Sparse GP regression for STEAM [69] has been extended to the special Euclidean group
SE(3) in Anderson et al. [71], and this work is a further extension.
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3.3 Sparse Gaussian processes on Lie groups for continues-time SLAM
3.3.1 Preliminaries
Problem Definition
In this section I consider the problem of continuous-time trajectory estimation, in which a
continuous-time system state x(t) is estimated from observations [68]. The system model
is described as
x(t) ∼ GP(µ(t),K(t, t′)) (3.1)
zi = hi(x(ti)) + ni,ni ∼ N (0,Σi), (3.2)
where x(t) is represented by a Gaussian Process (GP) with mean µ(t) and covariance
K(t, t′). A measurement zi at each time ti is obtained by the (generally nonlinear) discrete-
time measurement function hi in Eq. (3.2) and assumed to be corrupted by zero-mean
Gaussian noise with covariance Σi.
Maximum a Posteriori Estimation
The maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate of the trajectory can be computed through
method Gaussian Process Gauss-Newton (GPGN) [68]. We first write down the objective











































‖ x− µ ‖2K +
1
2
‖ h(x)− z ‖2Σ
}
, (3.3)
where ‖‖Σ is Mahalanobis distance defined as ‖ x ‖2Σ
.
= x>Σ−1x. MAP estimation is
therefore translated into a nonlinear least square optimization problem.
A Gauss-Newton non-linear optimization approach is used to solve this nonlinear least
squares problem. By linearizing the measurement function hi around a linearization point
xi, we obtain






in which Hi is the Jacobian matrix of measurement function (3.2) at linearization point
xi. By defining H
.







‖ x+ δx− µ ‖2K +
1
2
‖ h(x) + Hδx− z ‖2Σ
}
. (3.5)
The GPGN algorithm starts from some initial guess of x, then, at each iteration, the optimal
perturbation δx∗ is found by solving linear system
(K−1 + H>Σ−1H)δx∗ = K−1(µ− x) + H>Σ−1(z− h). (3.6)
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and updating the solution by x← x+ δx∗ until convergence.
The information matrix K−1 in Eq. (3.6) encodes the GP prior information, and H>Σ−1H
represents information from the measurements. H>Σ−1H is block-wise sparse in most
SLAM problems [53], but K−1 is not usually sparse for most commonly used kernels. In
the following a GP prior with sparse inverse kernel structure will be defined, and the sparse
structure will be exploited to efficiently solve the linear system.
3.3.2 Sparse GP Priors for Trajectory Estimation
A class of exactly sparse GP priors for trajectory estimation were proposed by Barfoot
et al. [69]. Unfortunately, only vector-valued system states are correctly handled by this
approach. In this section the approach in [69] for vector spaces will be briefly revisited
first, then the approach will be extent to two types of Lie groups, the special orthogonal
group SO(3) and the special Euclidean group SE(3).
GP Priors for Vector Space
Here we consider GP priors for vector-valued system states x(t) generated by linear time-
varying stochastic differential equations (LTV-SDEs) [69]
ẋ(t) = A(t)x(t) + u(t) + F(t)w(t), (3.7)
where u(t) is the known system control input, w(t) is white process noise, and both A(t)
and F(t) are time-varying system matrices. The white process noise is represented by
w(t) ∼ GP(0,QCδ(t− t′)), (3.8)
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where QC is the power-spectral density matrix, which is a hyperparameter [70], and δ(t−t′)
is the Dirac delta function. The mean and covariance of LTV-SDE generated GP are










where µ0 is the initial mean value of first state, K0 is the covariance of first state, and
Φ(t, s) is transition matrix.
In [69] it is proved that if the system is generated by the LTV-SDE in Eq. (3.7), the
inverse covariance matrix K−1 is block-tridiagonal.
The constant-velocity GP prior is generated by a LTV-SDE with white noise on the
acceleration and has previously been used in trajectory estimation [68, 69, 71].
p̈(t) = w(t), (3.11)
where p(t) is the N -dimensional vector-valued position (or pose) variable of trajectory, if
the system has N degrees of freedom. To convert this prior into the LTV-SDE form of
















GP Priors on SO(3)
Before discussing sparse GP priors for general Lie groups, two specific examples, SO(3)
and SE(3), will be discussed. The purpose to discuss these two specific groups is they have
more intuitive Lie algebra structure (which will be formally defined later), and make the
extension easier to understand.
The Special Orthogonal Group SO(3), is a matrix Lie group and represents 3D rotation
matrices R defined by {R ∈ R3×3 : RR> = I, det(R) = 1}. The continuous-time
trajectory is then represented by the function R(t) that maps time to rotation matrices.
The relation between rotation and body-frame angular velocity is given by [77, p.52]
Ṙ(t) = R(t)bω(t)
∧, (3.14)
where bω(t) is the body-frame angular velocity (the subscript b means the angular velocity
is defined in body-frame), and ∧ operator constructs a 3 × 3 skew symmetric matrix from














Assume that body-frame angular velocity is constant (constant-velocity prior), and the
body-frame angular acceleration is corrupted by white noise
˙bω(t) = w(t), (3.16)












where x(t) .= {R(t), bω(t)} are the Markov system states. The SDE is nonlinear, so
the approach in [69] cannot be leveraged to get exactly sparse linear system. However,
similar to approach in [70, 71], it is possible to linearize the system around the current
point estimate x(t), and achieve a locally linear SDE, which can utilize the exactly sparse
GP prior proposed in [69].
To define a locally linear GP prior, we first look at how to handle uncertainty and define
a locally linear GP on SO(3). Various approaches have been proposed to handle uncertainty
for SO(3), or even general Lie groups, include [75, 78, 79, 80, 81]. Here the approach in
[81] is adopted and define the Gaussian distribution on SO(3) as a Gaussian distribution on
the tangent space that is then mapped back to SO(3) by an exponential map
R̃ = R exp(ε∧), ε ∼ N (0,Σ), (3.18)
where R̃ is noisy rotation, R is noise-free rotation, and ε ∈ R3 is a small perturbation
which is normally distributed with zero mean and Σ covariance.
By adopting this definition of a Gaussian distribution on SO(3) in [81], the GP on
SO(3) can be defined locally. Considering a rotation Ri at time ti close to R(t) at t (the
time interval between t and ti is small), the GP model in Eq. (3.1) gives
R(t) = Ri exp(ξi(t)
∧), ξi(t) ∼ N (0,K(ti, t)). (3.19)





where ∨ is the inverse operator of ∧, and log(·) is the logarithm map of SO(3), which is
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inverse function of the exponential map. The time derivative of ξi(t) has [75, p.26]
R(t)−1Ṙ(t) =
(J r(ξi(t))ξ̇i(t))∧, (3.21)
where J r is the right Jacobian of SO(3) [75, p.40]. With Eq. (3.14) we have
ξ̇i(t) = J r(ξi(t))−1bω(t). (3.22)
If the small time interval assumption is satisfied, since J r is identity at zero, and ξi(t) is
close to zero, a good approximation of ξ̇i(t) is found by
ξ̇i(t) ≈ bω(t). (3.23)
Here ξ̇i(t) has an explicit meaning: it is the body-frame angular velocity. Considering the
case specified by Eq. (3.16) where white noise is injected into time derivative of ξ̇i(t) by
ξ̈(t) = w(t), (3.24)













> is the local Markov system states around Ri. The SDE in
Eq. (3.25) is linear, so we can apply the approach in Section 3.3.2.
GP Priors on SE(3)
The locally linear constant-velocity GP priors for the Special Euclidean Group SE(3) can
be defined in similar manner to GP priors on SO(3) in Section 3.3.2. The Special Euclidean
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and where t is the translation term of motion.
Similar to SO(3), the body-frame velocity bv(t) has the following relation with the time
derivative of the transformation matrix Ṫ(t) [77, p.55]
Ṫ(t) = T(t)bv(t)
∧, (3.27)




















and similar to SO(3), we get the time derivative of local variable ξi(t) from Eq. (3.27)
ξ̇i(t) ≈ bv(t). With local variable ξi(t) and γi(t) defined, SE(3) can have locally linear
SDE formulated similarly to Eq. (3.25), and an be used to generate a GP prior in the same
way.
3.3.3 Sparse GP Priors on Lie Groups
Discussions in Section 3.3.2 and 3.3.2 will be expanded, and a locally linear GP prior on
general real matrix Lie groups will be formally defined and discussed in this section. We
begin by providing notation and several definitions. EveryN -dimensional matrix Lie group
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G has an associated Lie algebra g [75, p.16]. The Lie algebra g coincides with the local
tangent space to the manifold of G. Example Lie algebras of SO(3) and SE(3) are defined
by skew symmetric matrices in Eq. (3.15) and Eq. (3.28) respectively. The exponential
map exp : g → G and logarithm map log : G → g define the mapping between the
Lie group and Lie algebra respectively [75, p.18]. G also has an associating hat operator
∧ : RN → g and vee operator ∨ : g → RN that convert elements in local coordinates RN
to the Lie algebra g and vice versa [75, p.20].
Constant-Velocity GP Priors on Lie Groups
If T ∈ G is used to represent an object in G, then the continuous-time trajectory is written
as T (t), and trajectory states to be estimated at times t1, . . . , tM are T1, . . . , TM . To perform
trajectory estimation on G, we first define the Markov system states
x(t)
.
= {T (t),$(t)}, (3.30)
where$(t) is the ‘body-frame velocity’ variable defined by
$(t)
.
= (T (t)−1Ṫ (t))∨. (3.31)
Since ∀T ∈ G, T−1Ṫ ∈ g [75, p.20], ∨ operator can be applied on T (t)−1Ṫ (t). In SO(3)
and SE(3), $(t) is the body-frame velocity (see Eq. (3.14) and (3.27)). So $(t) is so-
called ‘body-frame velocity’ for general Lie groups. The constant ‘body-frame velocity’
prior is defined as
$̇(t) = w(t), w(t) ∼ GP(0,QCδ(t− t′)), (3.32)
but this is a nonlinear SDE, which does not match the LTV-SDE defined by Eq. (3.7).
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Locally Linear Constant-Velocity GP Priors
To define a LTV-SDE which can leverage the constant-velocity GP prior, we linearize the
Lie group manifold around each Ti, and define both a local GP and LTV-SDE on the linear
tangent space. We first define a local GP for any time t on trajectory which meets ti ≤ t ≤
ti+1,
T (t) = Ti exp(ξi(t)
∧), ξi(t) ∼ N (0,K(ti, t)). (3.33)
the local pose variable ξi(t) ∈ RN around Ti is defined by
ξi(t)
.
= log(T−1i T (t))
∨. (3.34)
The local LTV-SDE that represents constant-velocity information is
ξ̈i(t) = w(t), w(t) ∼ GP(0,QCδ(t− t′)). (3.35)

















To prove the equivalence between the nonlinear SDE in Eq. (3.32) and the local LTV-SDE
in Eq. (3.35), we first look at [75, p.26]
T (t)−1Ṫ (t) =
(J r(ξi(t))ξ̇i(t))∧, (3.38)
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where J r is the right Jacobian of G. With Eq. (3.31) we have
ξ̇i(t) = J r(ξi(t))−1$(t). (3.39)
If the small time interval assumption between any ti and ti+1 is satisfied, we have a good
approximation of ξ̇i(t)
ξ̇i(t) ≈$(t). (3.40)
So we have proved that the LTV-SDE in Eq. (3.35) and (3.37) is a good approximation
of constant ‘body-frame velocity’ prior defined by Eq. (3.32).Note that Section 3.3.2 is a
specialization of the above discussion to SO(3).
Both the local GP and LTV-SDE are defined on the tangent space, so they are only
valid around current linearization points Ti. But if all time stamps have a small enough
interval, the GP and LTV-SDE can be defined in a piecewise manner, and every point on
the trajectory can be converted to local variable ξi(t) based on its nearby estimated state Ti.
A Factor Graph Perspective
Once the local GP and constant-velocity LTV-SDE are defined, the cost function Jgp used
to incorporate information about the GP prior into the nonlinear least squares optimization





‖ µ− x ‖2K, (3.41)
but if the trajectory is generated by a constant-velocity LTV-SDE in Eq. (3.37), the GP prior





























Figure 3.1: An example factor graph, showing states (triangles) and factors (black boxes).
GP prior factors connect consecutive states, and define the prior information on first state.










where ∆ti = ti+1 − ti.
Since the GP prior cost Jgp has been written as a sum of squared cost terms, and each
cost term is only related to nearby (local) Markov states, the least square problem is rep-
resented by factor graph models. In factor graphs the system states are represented by
variable factors, and the cost terms are represented by cost factors. An example factor
graph is shown in Fig. 3.1. By converting nonlinear least squares problems into factor
graphs we can take advantage of factor graph inference tools to solve the problems effi-
ciently. Additional information about the relationship between factor graphs and sparse GP
and SLAM problems can be found in [53, 69, 70, 74]
Querying the Trajectory
One of the advantages of representing the continuous-time trajectory as a GP is that we
have the ability to query the state of the robot at any time along the trajectory. For constant-
velocity GP priors, the system state x(τ), ti ≤ τ ≤ ti+1 can be estimated by two nearby
states x(ti) and x(ti+1) [69], which allows efficient O(1) interpolation. The mean value of
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local state γ̂i(τ) is first calculated by
γ̂i(τ) = Λ(τ)γ̂i(ti) + Ψ(τ)γ̂i(ti+1), (3.45)
where
Λ(τ) = Φ(τ, ti)−QτΦ(τ, ti)>Q−1i+1Φ(ti+1, ti), (3.46)
Ψ(τ) = QτΦ(τ, ti)
>Q−1i+1. (3.47)
Once the mean value of local state γ̂i(τ) is decided, the mean value of the full state x̂(τ) =
{T̂ (τ), $̂(τ)} is


































Fusion of Asynchronous Measurements
The real power of continuous-time trajectory interpolation is not limited to obtaining the
system state at any time of interest, but it also provides the ability to incorporate measure-
ments in MAP estimation in Eq. (3.3) not only at estimated time stamps ti, but also at any








Figure 3.2: (a) Measurement at time τ , dashed line indicates it’s not an actual factor. (b)
The interpolated factor encodes measurement at time τ .
present, also enabling us to reduce the number of states optimized by skipping some states
without losing any measurement information.
Assume there is a measurement zτ of state x(τ) available at an arbitrary time τ, ti ≤
τ ≤ ti+1, with measurement function hτ and corresponding covariance Στ . The measure-




‖ zτ − hτ (x(τ)) ‖2Στ . (3.50)
Since the system state x(τ) is not explicitly available during optimization, a trajectory
interpolation is performed between xi and xi+1 by Eq. (3.48) – (3.49), and rewrite the cost




‖ zτ − hτ (x̂(τ)) ‖2Στ . (3.51)
Because the measurement cost is represented by xi and xi+1, a binary factor can be added
to the factor graph and optimized without explicitly adding an additional state. An example
is illustrated in Fig. 3.2.
Simultaneous Trajectory Estimation and Mapping
The proposed approach could be extended from trajectory estimation to simultaneous tra-



















ei = h(xi, lj)− zi
Figure 3.3: A factor graph of an example STEAM problem containing GP prior factors and
landmark measurements factors. Landmarks are illustrated with open circles.
states x, resulting a combined state z .= [x, l]>, l .= [l1, . . . , lL]>, where L is number of


















where Wxx is block-tridiagonal due to the GP prior, Wll is block-diagonal, and Wlx de-
pends on landmark observations, but is generally sparse [53]. Block-wise sparse Cholesky


















A factor graph representing an example STEAM problem is shown in Fig. 3.3.
3.3.4 Evaluation
The proposed GP framework is evaluated on three different trajectory estimation tasks on
SE(2), SO(3) and Sim(3). Trajectory estimation on SE(3) (a special case of our general Lie
group formulation) has been reported in [71], so we do not repeat those evaluations.
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Table 3.1: Planar SLAM comparison, Linear and SE(2).
Plaza1 Plaza2
Linear SE(2) Linear SE(2)
Position RMS (m) 0.252 0.238 0.523 0.152
Rotation RMS (deg) 2.822 2.508 1.952 0.981
Landmark RMS (m) 0.053 0.026 0.479 0.029
Optimization Time (s) 1.998 2.107 0.832 0.888
SE(2): 2D Planar Range-Only SLAM
The experiments of SE(2) are conducted on two range-only 2D SLAM problems to evaluate
the proposed GP approach on SE(2). The datasets are Plaza1 and Plaza2 from Djugash et
al. [82]. Both datasets were collected by a lawn mower equipped with a gyroscope and
wheel encoders to measure odometry, and a radio node measuring ranges of four fixed
beacons. Ground truth beacon positions and robot trajectories were measured by RTK-
GPS. Fig. 3.4 shows the results, including ground-truth trajectories and landmark positions,
and odometry-only dead reckoning trajectories. Trajectory error and trajectory distribution
(shown by 3σ variance) estimated for Plaza1 dataset are plotted in Fig. 3.5. In the middle of
the Plaza1 dataset, the robot loses range measurements to all beacons. From the estimated
trajectory distribution we see the uncertainty increases in response to this missing data.
The performance of the proposed GP approach on SE(2) is compared with the naı̈ve
sparse linear GP prior [69], which uses canonical coordinates x(t) = [x(t), y(t), θ(t)]> ∈
R3 as system state. The accuracy and efficiency of both approaches are evaluated by root
mean square (RMS) error and optimization time respectively. Table 3.1 shows the com-
parison results. Both trajectory and landmark estimation accuracies are improved by our
Lie group approach. Since both of approaches share the same sparse factor graph repre-
sentation, there is no significant difference of efficiency between these two approaches.
Optimization timing results support above argument, since there is only less than 10%
computational time difference between both datasets.
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Figure 3.5: Trajectory error and 3σ variance estimated of Plaza1 dataset. Green lines are
states with range measurements, and red segments are states without range measurements.
SO(3): 3D Attitude Estimation of IMU
To evaluate our GP approach on SO(3), an attitude estimation experiment is designed and
performed using an inertial measurement unit (IMU). An IMU dataset is collected using a
low-cost Pixhawk autopilot, which has a 3-axis accelerometer and a 3-axis gyroscope. Both
acceleration and angular rates were collected asynchronously, as angular rate was available
at 166Hz but acceleration was available at 40Hz. Ground truth attitude was collected by an
Optitrack motion capture system.
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A major advantage of using continuous-time trajectory representations is that estima-
tion with asynchronous sensors can be accomplished simply. A batch attitude estimation
approach is implemented with pre-integrated IMU factors [81] containing gyroscope mea-
surements, and GP interpolated acceleration factors which compare acceleration measure-
ments against gravity. After optimization, attitudes are estimated at the gyroscope mea-
surement time stamps. Since the accelerometer does not provide yaw angle information
with respect to the world frame, only pitch and roll angles are estimated and compared
with ground truth.
Estimated pitch and roll angle errors from the IMU dataset are shown in Fig. 3.6, com-
pared with gyroscope-only estimation, and compared with motion capture ground truth.
The results show that both estimated pitch and roll angles are better aligned with ground
truth, since the gyroscope drift from bias is compensated for by fusing asynchronous ac-
celeration measurements and sensor bias is also estimated. The existence of the few peaks
in roll angle error plot are due to singularity caused by the Euler angle representation.
Sim(3): Scale Drift Aware Monocular SLAM
Although transformations of 3D rigid bodies are represented by elements of SE(3), in
monocular visual SLAM, trajectories suffer scale drift if they are represented on SE(3),
due to lack of scene scale information. In monocular visual SLAM, camera motion and
scene structure are recovered up to scale, due to the projective nature of a single camera.
Although the scale of monocular visual SLAM is locally consistent, the scale estimate suf-
fers from drift due to the lack of an anchor. Several approaches [83, 54] have been proposed





 ,R ∈ SO(3), (3.54)
where s is the estimated local scale.
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Figure 3.6: Attitude estimation errors by proposed approach of IMU dataset, compared
with gyroscope-only results, and estimated gyroscope bias by proposed approach.
Sparse GPs are implemented on Sim(3), and monocular visual SLAM experiments are
conducted to show how GPs help with estimation on Sim(3). A hand-held monocular
camera with an IMU is built, and it’s used to collected a forward looking outdoor dataset
as shown in Fig. 3.7(a). The camera and IMU readings are also collected asynchronously,
similar to the IMU dataset. A visual odometry (VO) algorithm which is similar to what
is described in Section 3.4 is used to estimate camera trajectories, but without IMU and
GPS measurements. The VO result of a Georgia Tech campus dataset is illustrated in
Fig. 3.7(b). The scale drift is clearly shown, since the path is no longer a closed loop. A
loop closure measurement is received near the trajectory end, marked in red (in Fig. 3.7(b))
which includes relative scale information [83].
I implemented and tested three methods for comparison: a 6-DOF SE(3) pose graph, a
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7-DOF Sim(3) pose graph [83], and a 7-DOF Sim(3) pose graph with GP and IMU factors.
All results are shown in Fig. 3.7. Compared to the ground truth map, the estimated 6-DOF
pose graph is distorted due to scale drift; the 7-DOF Sim(3) pose graph is better but still
distorted; and the proposed 7-DOF Sim(3) on GP with IMU approach achieves the best
result.
To understand why the 7-DOF approach with GPs outperforms the one without GPs,
the estimated local scales for both approaches are plotted in Fig. 3.7(f). Although the
loop closure gives relative scale information at the start and end of the estimation, there
is no other information given in the middle of the trajectory, so the 7-DOF Sim(3) pose
graph assumes the scale drift changes at a near-constant rate during the whole length of
the trajectory. But that’s not the case in the dataset. With the help from GP interpolation,
asynchronous IMU measurements provide more information about how relative scale drifts
in the middle of the trajectory, and as shown in Fig. 3.7(f) that our Sim(3) approach, which
uses GPs and IMU, gives scale estimation of non-constant changing rate, leading to better
SLAM results.
3.4 Multi-sensor SLAM for 3D reconstruction
3.4.1 Technical approach
In this section I propose a multi-sensor SLAM pipeline for 3D reconstruction which has two
parts, the front-end module and the back-end module, as shown in Figure 3.8. The front-
end module processes images for visual landmarks, and the back-end module estimates
camera states and landmarks using visual landmark information from the front-end and
other sensor inputs.
The front-end module processes the input images to landmark information, which can
be further utilized in the factor graph that underlies the sensor fusion process. The in-
put image frames are processed by the following protocol: First the images are undis-
torted to remove any radial distortion generated by the wide FOV camera lens. Second
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(a) Google Map view (b) Open loop VO
(c) SE(3) pose graph (d) Sim(3) pose graph










 Sim(3) + GP + IMU
(f) Estimated scales
Figure 3.7: Scale drift aware monocular SLAM results. (a) Google Map view of the map
with path highlighted; (b) shows open loop VO results, with the loop closure marked in red;
(c)-(e) are SE(3) and Sim(3) results, and (f) shows scale estimations of Sim(3) approaches.
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Figure 3.8: Overview of multi-sensor SLAM system.
SIFT [84] features are extracted on each undistorted image. Third SIFT descriptors are
matched in nearby image pairs by following protocol: image pairs are selected when two
image frames are nearby in time stamps (time interval between time stamp smaller than 1
second), then SIFT descriptors in selected pairs are matched by the approximate nearest
neighbor library FLANN [85], finally matches in each image pair are further filtered by 8-
point RANSAC [86] (or equivalently 5-point RANSAC [87], since the camera calibration
is known) to reject outliers. Finally a single visual landmark is accepted if there are more
than 6 frames that have corresponding features matched to the same landmark.
The back-end module of the 3D reconstruction pipeline uses visual landmark infor-
mation from the front-end module, plus the sensor information from other sensors, and
performs a multi-sensor SLAM by GP regression on SE(3) proposed in previous section.
Since the goal of the multi-sensor SLAM system is to reconstruct a single row during a
single data collection session, here we first define the states estimates by the back-end
module: the SLAM problem here with N images input and various other sensor informa-
tion, the task is to estimate a set of N camera states X〈ti,rj〉 = {x〈ti,rj〉0 , ...,x
〈ti,rj〉
N−1 } at row
rj and session ti when the dataset are taken, given visual landmark measurements from the
front-end module, and other sensor measurements, including an Inertial Measurement Unit
(IMU) and GPS.
The GP regression problem is formulate by a factor graph [53], and solved by per-
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forming a Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) estimation. For this section if not mentioned
separately, we use i to index different dataset sessions, j to index different rows in a sin-
gle session, k and l to index different camera states and sensor measurements in a single
session an a single row respectively. Each camera state to be estimated is defined by a set
xk = {Tk,vk,ωk,bk}, which includes camera pose Tk ∈ SE(3), translational velocity
vk ∈ R3, angular rotation rate ωk ∈ R3, and IMU sensor bias bk ∈ R3. The SLAM prob-
lem is formulated as a GP regression problem, on a factor graph where the joint probability
distribution of set of all estimated variables X〈ti,rj〉 .= {xk} given all sensor measurements
Z〈ti,rj〉 is factorized and represented as the product






where φGP (X〈ti,rj〉) is the GP prior on all states X〈ti,rj〉, L is the total number of factors,
X
〈ti,rj〉
l is the set of variables the lth factor involved, and φ is the factor in the graph which is
proportional to measurement likelihood l(X〈ti,rj〉k ; z
〈ti,rj〉
l ), given lth measurement z
〈ti,rj〉
k ∈




Various types of factors are used in this multi-sensor SLAM pipeline, and an example
factor graph is shown in Fig. 3.9. Structure-less smart factors [88] are used for visual land-
marks, to reduce memory storage by avoiding the explicit estimation of landmark variables.
Outlier rejection of vision factor is enabled, which behaves similar to M -Estimators [89],
to avoid wrong landmarks generated by miss matching of descriptor matching at frond-
end. IMU measurements are incorporated into the factor graph by pre-integrated IMU
factors [81]. GPS measurements are queried at time stamps not synchronized with camera
time stamp (see Sec. 2), so interpolated binary factors (magenta factors in Fig. 3.9) are used







Figure 3.9: Factor graph of multi-sensor SLAM, with system states represented by circles,
and various factors represented by colored squares: structure-less landmark factors, IMU
factors, GP prior factors and GP-interpolated GPS factors.
red in Fig. 3.9).
The factor graph is optimized by iSAM2 [90]. Once camera states are estimated, M
landmarks L〈ti,rj〉 = {l〈ti,rj〉0 , ..., l
〈ti,rj〉
M−1 } are triangulated by known camera poses.
3.4.2 Evaluation
Evaluation of the proposed multi-sensor SLAM method is performed on the ground vehicle
dataset collected, and results are shown in Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11. Figure 3.10 shows
the estimated trajectory of camera/IMU/GPS input with ground truth trajectory from RTK-
GPS. The full trajectory lasts about 40 minutes and contains about 15k frames, proposed
multi-sensor SLAM gets the result using less than 16GB memory, this shows proposed
multi-sensor SLAM runs on large-scale and long-term datasets with reasonable memory
usage. The drift shown in the results are caused by long-term drift caused by GPS mea-
surements, and not easy to be fixed with other sensor data (like visual landmarks and IMU)
in current setting. We will discuss how this issue can be solved in next section, by running
cross-row feature matching. Figure 3.10 shows example projected colorized landmarks,














Figure 3.10: An estimated trajectory of multi-sensor SLAM system on 2016 field dataset.




4.1 Introduction and claims
We can obtain 3D reconstructions of fields by the proposed multi-sensor SLAM method,
however, we cannot handle changing scenes in which the crops are growing continuously,
which needs to be handled in precision agriculture applications. A single 3D reconstruc-
tion provides us 3D information of crops (e.g. height and canopy size) at current time, but
cannot provide us any temporal 3D information of crops, such as growth rate and color
changes. People may argue such information is available with multiple 3D reconstructions.
But if only multiple 3D reconstructions are available, we will not be able to get any tempo-
ral information of a single location or a single plant, since we cannot build correspondence
between 3D reconstructions.
To solve the above issue, we consider the idea of spatio-temporal reconstruction, also
called 4D reconstruction (3D + time) in this chapter. The goal of 4D reconstruction is to
build a sequence of 3D reconstructions into a single coordinate frame. During the whole
growing season, the field dataset is collected periodically, and each session lasts no more
than a few hours. The crops won’t grow significantly in a few hours, so it is safe to as-
sume that the field is static and run 3D reconstruction in a single session. The idea of 4D
reconstruction is shown in Fig. 4.1, which shows a 4D reconstruction consists of many 3D
reconstructions.
Since 3D reconstructions of each session were already performed in their own coor-
dinate frames, the 4D reconstruction problem now comes down to solving a registration
of a set of 3D reconstructions into a single coordinate frame. Fig. 4.2 shows how a 4D








Figure 4.1: Idea of exteding 3D reconstruction to temporal 3D (4D) reconstruction, a multi-
row 3D reconstruction is extended to a multi-session and multi-row 4D reconstruction.
structions captured at different times are shown in red and blue respectively, and triangle
cones and circles represent cameras and landmarks respectively. The 4D reconstruction is
shown on the right, that both 3D reconstructions are aligned into session 1’s coordinate
frame (session 2’s frame is also OK). In the proposed 4D reconstruction pipeline, since
the field has multi-row structure (as shown in Fig. 4.1), 3D reconstructions are done in
single-row manner, so cross-row alignments are also needed.
Although GPS sensor data was collected alongside the dataset, which registers all 3D
reconstructions into the world coordinate frame, there are significant GPS errors that pre-
vent us from obtaining accurate registrations between different sessions. Therefore we
need to find a better way than sole GPS to align 3D reconstructions into a single frame.
The solution of registration problem in 3D we used is to build visual data association (vi-
sual correspondences) between multiple 3D reconstructions. The input data association
selected for the 4D reconstruction pipeline is visual correspondences between 2D images.
Visual correspondences between 2D images can provide data association in 3D. If two 2D
image points are matched in a image pair, they should belong to the same 3D object, and
the two corresponding 3D points (in their original two 3D reconstructions) should be the
same 3D point in final 4D reconstruction. Given such visual correspondences informa-









Figure 4.2: Aligning two 3D reconstrucions into a single coordinate frame. Two 3D re-
constructions are shown in red and blue on left, and on the right we show the aligned 4D
reconstruction in blue’s frame. See text.
reconstruction.
In this chapter, I propose a full pipeline for performing 4D reconstruction given mul-
tiple 3D reconstructions from multiple sessions, which are captured at different times of a
growing season. My proposed 4D reconstruction pipeline has two parts:
1. A data association method for matching images over possibly time and large base-
lines. The data association method provides visual correspondence information for
4D reconstruction. In the context of this thesis, the term ”data association” has the
same meaning of ”feature matching”, a.k.a. looking for ”visual correspondence”.
2. A factor graph based 4D reconstruction method based on the general GP-based
continuous-time SLAM framework. The factor graph based 4D reconstruction is
an extension of 3D reconstruction pipeline proposed in last chapter, which jointly
optimizes multiple 3D reconstructions in a single coordinate frame by accounting
visual correspondence information.
My claims for the proposed 4D reconstruction pipeline are:
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• Low cost: the proposed 4D reconstruction pipeline works for low-cost precision agri-
culture systems, by using monocular camera input and avoiding expensive LIDAR.
• Accurate: the proposed 4D reconstruction pipeline gives 4D reconstruction results as
accuracy in 2cm, which is enough for most precision agriculture applications.
• Flexible: the proposed 4D reconstruction pipeline is plug-and-play to any type of
sensor, and no hardware synchronization needed, since it is based on the previously
proposed general GP-based continues-time SLAM framework.
This chapter summarizes and extends materials from my previous publication [47].
4.2 Related work
Change detection Change detection has been studied on various geometric entities, in-
cluding 2D images [91, 92], 3D point clouds [93], and 3D volumes [94, 31]. Taneja et
al. [95] propose a 3D reconstruction of changed parts from 2D images, and has applied the
approach to city-scale change detection and 3D reconstruction [96, 97]. Pollard et al. [94]
utilize 3D volume information helps change detection on 2D images and improve perfor-
mance. Martin et al. [98, 99] synthesize smooth time-lapse videos from images collected
on the Internet. But this work is limited to 2D video results, although 3D depth information
of the scene is used while synthesizing the videos.
2D and 3D change detection has been used in applications like urban construction site
monitoring [100] and time-lapse video synthesizing [98, 99]. However, scene change de-
tection by itself is not enough for crop monitoring applications, since it focuses on appear-
ance changes, and does not apply to precision agriculture applications which need metric
dimensional information of crops, where crops are continuously changing over time.
4D reconstruction 4D reconstruction is not a new idea, and has been studied in recent
years. Early work in 4D reconstruction include [27, 28], which build city-scale 3D re-
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constructions via temporal inference on historical images. Schindler et al. first formulate
the temporal order inference problems of 3D structures as constraint satisfaction problems
(CSPs), and solve CSPs on images [27], then the work is extended to a full probabilistic
temporal inference solved on 3D [28]. Recent works of 4D reconstruction include [29], in
which the authors assume the environment can be partitioned into multiple planar segmen-
tations, each one has constant appearance for a period of time. A probabilistic volumetric
4D representation of the environment was proposed by [30], in [30] octree volumetric rep-
resentations of 3D reconstruction are used, and a full probabilistic framework is proposed
to estimate appearance and surface of the 4D model. The major issue with most existing
approaches is that they assume each geometric entity keeps nearly-constant appearance for
the temporal duration, which is not the case in crop monitoring since crops are changing
continuously.
Deformable SfM Another topic which is closely related to 4D reconstruction is De-
formable 3D reconstruction, which assumes the geometric strictures to be reconstructed
are deformable. Most existing deformable SfM works are extensions on factorization
based SfM method [50]. The basic deformable SfM assume the 3D shape belongs to a
‘shape space’, which is a linear combination of basis shapes [101]. Variants include tra-
jectory prior basis other than shape [102], and closed-form solution of basis by adding
constraints on basis [103]. Recently extensions include extending such method to multi-
body cases [104].
Deformable models are widely used in 2D computer vision, including human face
modeling [105], full-body modeling [106] and object detection [107], but it is not very
frequently used in 3D. The reason is that one must make several assumptions on the de-
formation to solve these problems [103], which may limit the algorithm’s application. We
chose not to employ deformable SfM in crop monitoring application for two major reasons:











Figure 4.3: Data association (image matching) pattern of a 4D reconstruction. Each im-
age represents a single row 3D reconstruction, and red arrows indicate performing image
matching between single row datasets on each side.
derived from SVD factorization based method [50], so they are slow on large scene, and
are limited to small scene applications like indoor human face or full-body tracking.
4.3 Data association over time and large baseline
Data association is a key technique to obtain 3D reconstruction results of more than a sin-
gle row at a single time, however, the data association problems between different rows
and times are difficult, since there are significant appearance changes due to illumination,
weather or view point changes. As shown in Fig. 4.3, to build a multi-row 4D recon-
struction, a.k.a align multiple single row 3D reconstructions at different rows and different
sessions into a single coordinate frame, data association information is needed in cross-
time and cross-row manners. We perform image matching to find visual correspondences
only on nearby rows, and nearby sessions in data collection order (timer interval in data
collection is smaller than a week).
Although both space/time intervals for cross-row/cross-time image matching are mini-
mized by matching only nearby rows/sessions respectively (as shown in Fig. 4.3), there is
still a significant amount of viewpoint variance that appears in cross-row image pairs, and
appearance variance (caused by weather and illumination) that appears in cross-session im-
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age pairs, makes the image matching problems difficult. The problems are even more chal-
lenging in crop monitoring due to measurement aliasing [108]: fields contain highly peri-
odic structures with little visual difference between each plants (see raw images Fig. 2.3-
2.5). As a result, data association problems between different rows and times is nearly
impossible to solve by image-only approaches.
Rather than using an image-only approach, we employ a geometric information from
the 3D reconstructions output by the SLAM pipeline in the proposed data association
method as prior information. Since we can run all 3D reconstructions ahead of 4D re-
construction, the information available for cross-row and cross-time image matching is
not only images, but also all 3D reconstruction results. The SLAM results provide cam-
era poses and field structures from all of the sensors (not just images), which helps us to
improve the robustness of data association.
4.3.1 Technical approach
Specifically, the data association problem involves finding visual correspondences (matches
between SIFT feature points) between two images, I1 and I2, which are taken by camera
C1 and C2 respectively, as shown in Fig. 4.4. Cameras C1 and C2 may come from the
same or different rows, during the same or different time sessions. Each camera Ci =
{Ki,Ri, ti} contains the camera intrinsic calibration Ki which is calibrated offline, and
camera transformation in global frame {Ri, ti} estimated by SLAM on a single row.
In this section we combine two methods to build a data association method using 3D
prior information from the SLAM pipeline, back projection bounded search and homogra-
phy image warping. Two methods are detailed below.
Back-projection bounded search The basic idea behind the back-projection bounded
search is to reduce number of possible outliers by limiting the search range while seeking




Figure 4.4: Robust data association diagram
each landmark in L1 has corresponding feature points in I1. For each li ∈ L1, the linked
feature point f1,i ∈ I1 might have a corresponding matched point at p2,i ∈ I2, which is
the back-projected point of li on I2, if C1, C2 and li are accurately estimated, and li has a
corresponding visual feature keypoint extracted p2,i in I2. But with estimation error exists
in 3D reconstruction step, the back-projection is not accurate and the corresponding visual
feature keypoint may offset from the beck-projected location.
To solve this issue, I define a relaxed search area by a bounding box centered at p2,i
on I2, as shown in Fig. 4.4, to search for the corresponding feature point for f1,i. This
significantly limits the search area to match f1,i (compared with searching the whole I2 to
a limited bounding box area, whose size is about 50×50 pixels), and rejects many possi-
ble outliers, meanwhile still maintains most inlier matches which have reprojection error
smaller than the bounding box size, makes the later outlier rejection step easier.
Homography image warping Although the back-projection bounded search rejects the
majority of possible outliers, the data association problem is still difficult when the view-
ing angle changes: the object’s appearance may change significantly with large camera
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baselines, which changes the visual descriptors of the same object and makes the match-
ing difficult. This is the major challenge for data association across images collected in
different rows.
To solve this issue, a homography-based method is used to eliminate appearance varia-
tions in li due to viewpoint changes. This is partially inspired by [109], but with the major
difference that our proposed method uses feature points instead of patches. We assume that
li lies on a local plane πi. If this assumption is satisfied, πi induces a homography H1,2










where {R1,2, t1,2} define the relative pose from C1 to C2, ni is the normal vector of πi,
and d is the distance from C1 to πi. We use H1,2 warp I1 to get I ′1, which has same view
point with I2, and thus similar appearance. Next a SIFT descriptor f ′1,i on wrapped I
′
1 is
extracted for bounded search rather than using the original f1,i. Two example patches are
shown in Fig. 4.5: although I1 and I2 have significant appearance variation, since they are
taken from different rows, the warped I ′1 has a very similar appearance to I2, which makes
SIFT descriptor matching possible.
The whole data association process is described below. First normal vectors ni of all
points in local landmark point cloud around li in L1 are estimated. Homography image
warping is only enabled when the baseline between C1 and C2 is longer than a threshold,
in our system this is set to 0.5m. After getting all nearest neighbor feature matches by back
projection bounded search, a final outlier rejection is performed by 8-point RANSAC. The
full data association pipeline is summarized in Algo. 1.
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(a) I1 (b) I ′1 (c) I2
Figure 4.5: Homography image warping on two random images patches. (a) original I1,
(b) warped image I ′1, and (c) original I2. Patch center with green cross is feature point f1,i
on (a), f ′1,i on (b), and back project point p2,i on (c).
4.3.2 Evaluation
The proposed data association approach is evaluated using realistic data provided by our
field dataset. As discussed in 4D reconstruction problems, there are two types of data
association problems are too hard for appearance-only method: (1) when the view point
changes a lot, which happens when the camera looks at the same object at different places
of field, and (2) when the images are taken at different times (weeks). To show the effective-
ness of proposed method, we setup a appearance-only baseline algorithm to compare with:
SIFT features are extracted from two images first, then the SIFT features are matched by
approximate nearest neighbor method FLANN [85], and filter outlier by 8-point RANSAC.
The experimental results validate the performance and robustness of the proposed ap-
proach. Cross-row (1st vs. 3rd row) data association results are shown in Fig. 4.6. The
naive FLANN+RANSAC approach can only recover feature matches on the top, where far




Figure 4.6: Cross-row image matching example results of a image pair between 1st and 3rd
row of June 9, 2016. Only inlier matches are shown in green.
(a) Proposed method
(b) SIFT+FLANN+RANSAC
Figure 4.7: Cross-time image matching example results of a image pair between 1st row of
June 9 and June 20, 2016. Only inlier matches are shown in green.
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Algorithm 1: Robust data association method
Input : Image I1, I2, Camera C1, C2, Landmarks L1
Output: Set of matched feature point pairs P1,2
set match set P1,2 = ∅
foreach li ∈ L1 do
back project li to C2 → p2,i
if C1 and C2 baseline length < threshold then
f ′1,i = f1,i
else
calculate homography H1,2 use Eq. 4.1
use H1,2 warp I1 → I ′1
calculate SIFT descriptor at p2,i on I ′1 → f ′1,i
end
set li’s match set Pi = ∅
foreach feature point f2,j ∈ I2 do
if f2,j in bounding box of p2,i then
insert [f ′1,i, f2,j]→ Pi
end
end
find min L2 of SIFT descriptor in Pi → [f ′1,i, f2,k]
insert [f1,i, f2,k] into P1,2
end
RANSAC 8pt reject outlier(P1,2)
in the field. However, the proposed approach can register feature points in the field, with
significant changes of appearance. Similar results are shown for cross session matching in
Fig. 4.7, that more inlier matches are recovered in the field.
4.4 Spatio-temporal (4D) reconstruction
The goal of the 4D reconstruction is to perform registration between multiple 3D point
clouds that are obtained at different times of the growing season, and align them into a
single coordinate frame. Registrations between 3D point clouds are traditionally solved
by estimating rigid body transformation between point clouds by ICP [110] or recently
by mutual information [111], but when you are looking for high precision, estimating a
single rigid body transformation is not a good idea: minor error in rotation estimation will
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Figure 4.8: Overview of multi-sensor 4D reconstruction pipeline. Dash box of PMVS part
indicates it is optional.
cause significant translational error far away of rotation center, and different point clouds
may suffer non-rigid transformation errors, which cannot be fixed by a single rigid-body
transformation. In this section we propose a factor-graph based method which can solve
the problems of rigid-body transformation.
4.4.1 Technical approach
Fig. 4.8 shows the diagram of the proposed 4D reconstruction pipeline. The input of the
pipeline is all the raw sensor data, plus multiple 3D reconstructions (estimated camera
poses and landmarks) from multi sensor SLAM. The first step is to build cross-row and
cross-time image matching, follows the pattern defined in Fig. 4.3. After build data as-
sociations, the 4D reconstruction is performed by optimizing a 4D factor graph. Finally
optional dense reconstructions could be obtained from PMVS [112].
Before formally introducing the definition of the 4D factor graph, we explain how cross-
row and cross-time visual correspondences can be used to build ”shared landmarks”, after
which we can construct the build 4D factor graphs. As shown in Fig. 4.9, given two 3D
reconstructions (shown in red and blue) which are captured at different time or different
rows, we use the proposed robust data association pipeline to match image features. For
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a single inlier feature matches (a green line shown), if both 2D feature points have their
corresponding 3D landmarks in 3D reconstructions respectively (shown by dash arrows),
these two 3D landmarks actually correspond to the same 3D location, because they are
matched by appearance.
After determining all the 3D landmark pairs that correspond to the same 3D locations,
shared landmarks are obtained to connect factor graphs for 3D reconstructions, to build
a 4D factor graph, as shown in Fig. 4.10. Given a 3D landmark pair which correspond
to same 3D location, we can merge two landmarks into a single landmark, called ”shared
landmark”, which appear in both 3D reconstruction. Shared landmarks play roles like an-
chors, which connect multiple 3D reconstructions into a single frame. The 4D factor graph
is built by multiple multi-sensor SLAM factor graphs, but connected by shared landmarks,
as shown in Fig. 4.10.




〈ti,rj〉 and all landmarks L =
⋃
ti∈T,rj∈R L
〈ti,rj〉, where R and T




Zcr includes all single row information as well as data association measurements Zcr that
connect rows across space and time. From here if not mentioned separately, like in last
chapter, we still use i to index different dataset sessions, j to index different rows in a
single session, k and l to index different camera states and sensor measurements in a single
session an a single row respectively.
Similar to the proposed multi-sensor SLAM from the previous chapter, the joint proba-










where H here is the size of Zcr, and Xcr,h is the set of states hth measurement of Zcr
involved. This joint probability can be expressed as a factor graph, shown in Fig. 4.10
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Find matches exist in 
session 2’s landmarks
2
Match session 1 and 2’s images 
using local descriptors
Find matches exist in 
session 1’s landmarks
1
Figure 4.9: Illustrating how to use cross-time (or cross-row) image matching to build data
association between two 3D reconstrucions. If each 2D point in a matched feature pair
(shown in green) has corresponding 3D landmarks in two 3D reconstruction, these two





(a) Shared landmarks from cross-time image matching.
Row i
Row j
(b) Factor graph of multi-sensor 4D recon-
struction.
Figure 4.10: Illustrating how to use shared landmarks to build 4D reconstruction. (a) Get
shared landmarks from cross-time image matching, matched image features are marked in
green and green landmarks are shared landmarks. (b) Example factor graph of 4D recon-
struction, shared landmarks are blue factors cross sesssions.
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(b). The first part of the joint probability consists of the factor graphs from all single
rows. And the second part is the cross-row and cross-session measurements Zcr, which
are vision factors generated from cross-row and cross-session data association. We call
the added factors shared landmarks, since they are shared by two (or possibly more) rows,
and they have two (or more) sessions associated with them. Data association is performed
across different rows and times to get Zcr. Exhaustive search between all row pairs is not
necessary, since distances or timespans that are too large make data association impossible.
In our approach, we only match rows next to each other in either the space domain (near-
by rows in the field), or the time domain (near-by date) using the proposed robust data
association approach, as shown in Fig. 4.3.




the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is used to solve the optimization problem, with ini-
tialization from the results of multi-sensor SLAM. Outlier rejection of vision factors [88]
is also enabled during optimization, to reject possible false positive feature matches from
cross-row and cross-session data association. Landmarks L̂ are estimated by triangulation
given estimated camera poses.
The point cloud L̂ obtained by the MAP estimation is relatively sparse, since it comes
from a feature-base SLAM pipeline, in which only points with distinct appearance are ac-
cepted as landmarks (in our system SIFT key points are accepted). An optional solution to




The proposed approach is implemented by the GTSAM C++ library.1 RTK-GPS data is
used from the peanut dataset as GPS input, and ignored lower accuracy GPS data. Since
the tractor runs back and forth in the field, only rows in which the tractor driving south (odd
rows) are used, to avoid misalignment with reconstruction results from even rows.
Fig. 4.11 shows example densely reconstructed 4D results output by PMVS. Although
Fig. 4.11 shows that the 3D reconstruction results for each single session qualitatively ap-
pear accurate, to make these results useful to precision agriculture applications, are in-
terested in evaluating the approach quantitatively. In particular we wanted to answer the
following questions:
• Are these 3D results correctly aligned into a single frame in space?
• Are these 3D results useful for measuring geometric properties of plants useful for
crop monitoring (height, width, etc.) ?
To answer the first question, we show an enlarged part of an example 4D sparse re-
construction in Fig. 4.12. The figure shows that all 3D point clouds together in a single
coordinate frame, which the 4D model is estimated (since we are using GPS data, it is the
world frame). Point clouds from different dates are marked in different colors. We can
see from the cross section that the ground surface point clouds from different sessions are
aligned well, which shows that all of the 3D point clouds from different dates are registered
accurately into a single coordinate frame. This suggests that we are building a true 4D re-
sult. We can see the growth of the peanut plants, as the point cloud shows ‘Matryoshka
doll’ like structure, earlier crop point clouds are inside of point clouds of later sessions.
To compare our approach with the existing ICP method, Fig. 4.12 shows the 3D point
clouds aligned by ICP [110] for comparison. The ICP results are significantly worse than
alignments computed by our proposed approach, since ICP can only compute a single rigid
1https://bitbucket.org/gtborg/gtsam
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relative transformation for each point cloud pair. In contrast, the proposed approach can
perform data association in multiple places in the field, which is equivalent to a ‘non-rigid’
transformation.
To answer the second question, we calculate the example crop height results using
reconstructed 4D point clouds, and compare the results with the ground truth in the form of
manual height measurements. A simple pipeline is set up to estimate the height of peanut
plants from sparsely reconstructed 4D point clouds at multiple sites, by (1) estimating local
ground planes by RANSAC from May 25’s point cloud for each site (when peanuts are
small and ground plane is well reconstructed); (2) separating the peanut canopy’s point
cloud by color (using RGB values); and finally (3) estimating the distance from the peanut
canopy’s top to the local ground plane.
Fig. 4.13 shows height estimations during the 2016 growing season at 12 sampling sites.
Except for exceptions of sites 22 and 25, which have slightly biased height estimates due to
poor RANSAC ground plane estimates, the results match the ground truth measurements
well. For all of the sites, the root-mean-square(RMS) error of height estimation is 2.93cm.
This is better compared to reported performances of LIDAR based methods [8], shows that
we can compute reasonable height estimates even with a simple method, and proves that
the 4D reconstruction results contain correct geometric statistics.
4.4.3 Application in precision agriculture
4D point clouds of crops provide qualitative geometric information of crops, and they are
useful for visualization and high-level decision making purpose, but they are not directly
useful in precision agriculture applications that need accurate quantitative geometric infor-
mation of crops. To help precision agriculture applications, 4D models need to be further
processed to get information useful for farmers, like crop heights, canopy sizes, etc. In this
section two types of example post processing techniques based on 4D reconstruction are





Figure 4.11: Example 4D PMVS reconstruction results. Three dense point clouds are































Figure 4.12: Cross section of part of the sparse 4D reconstruction results at 3rd row. Upper
subfigure is results of proposed approach, lower subfigure is results of ICP [110]. Ground
surface is marked in upper subfigure. Only 4 sessions are shown to keep figure clear.
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Row 19, Site 44
Figure 4.13: Estimated peanut heights at 12 sampling sites in blue, with ground truth man-
ual measurements in black lines.
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Figure 4.14: Example fitted ground mesh, the absolute height is makred by color coding.
canopy sizes estimation by an expectation-maximization based method.
Crop height histogram time series One of the most useful statistics farmers can obtain
from the field 3D information is the height of crops. In the previous section we have already
shown some crop height estimation results at specified locations in the field in Fig. 4.13.
But the method to get these results is limited to be applied at 1D point locations, not easily
to be applied at whole fields.
To solve the issue above, I propose a histogram-based method to estimate crop height
of the whole field over a field 3D point cloud, and the method can be easily extended to
calculate time series of height histogram from a 4D point cloud. For a 3D point cloud,
a single crop height histogram is calculated by the following protocol: (1) ground mesh
estimated by grid regularization on the 3D point cloud of first session (which collected
before seeding and has only bare soil with no crop), then (2) calculate the z-axis distances
to ground mesh of all points in the point cloud, and finally (3) divide the field into a grid of
0.2m×0.2m resolution at x-y plane, and calculate the height of each cell by averaging all
the z-axis distances of points in this x-y cell.
Since we want to calculate the heights of the crops relative to the ground plane, we
need to remove the height information corresponding to the terrain from the point cloud.
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If we assume the ground plane does not change during the whole growing season (which
is a reasonable assumption, since changes of the terrain caused by rain wash and human
activities are negligible), the ground mesh before growing season can be used as current
ground mesh, and used to calculate crop heights. Fig. 4.14 shows an example fitted ground
mesh, with absolute height color coding. The row structure of the field is clearly shown,
and it’s clearly shown that the right side of the field is higher than the left side, means the
field the tilted.
Fig. 4.16, 4.17 and 4.18 show the resulting time series of height histogram for the years
2016, 2017 and 2018 respectively. In the 2016 results, the uneven pattern of heights is
caused by magnesium deficiency. In the 2017 results, the uneven pattern is mainly caused
by compacted soil last year, that the curb and road areas in 2016 have lower crop height in
2017.
Canopy bounding box estimation In precision agriculture applications, farmers may
not only care about crop height, but also about other 3D geometry information, like vol-
ume, canopy width, etc., and these quantities cannot be provided by the height maps. To
provide crop geometry information more than just height, Carlone et al. [113] proposed an
expectation maximization (EM) based method, which takes proposed 4D model as input,
estimate time series of bounding boxes of crops. In the reconstructed point clouds as shown
in Fig. 4.11, different plants have significant overlaps with each other, so the proposed EM
based method assigns a latent variable for each point in the point cloud, and estimates
which plant the point belongs to. Fig. 4.15 shows example estimated bounding boxes and
canopy sizes estimated from proposed dense 4D point clouds.
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Plant canopy model
Plant canopy models fitted by EM on 4D point clouds
Estimated canopy sizes
Figure 4.15: Results of bounding boxes estimation. Left is the bounding box parameters
estimated by EM, upper right shows estimated bounding boxes, and lower right shows
estimated canopy size series of three example weeks.
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(a) June 9 (b) June 17 (c) June 23
(d) June 30 (e) July 5 (f) July 11
(g) July 18 (h) July 26 (i) August 1
(j) August 8 (k) August 15 (l) August 22
Figure 4.16: Time series height histogram of year 2016.
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(a) June 3 (b) June 9 (c) June 19
(d) July 3 (e) July 10 (f) July 24
(g) July 27 (h) August 3 (i) August 7
(j) August 14 (k) August 21 (l) August 31
Figure 4.17: Time series height histogram of year 2017.
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(a) July 3 (b) July 9 (c) July 23
Figure 4.18: Time series height histogram of year 2018.
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CHAPTER 5
WEAKLY-SUPERVISED CROSS-MODALITY IMAGE DESCRIPTOR
LEARNING
5.1 Introduction and claims
In the previous chapters of this thesis, techniques to build 3D and 4D reconstructions were
proposed, which can be applied to RGB or images of any modality, but we do not have the
abilities to obtain correspondences between 3D/4D reconstructions across different modal-
ities, which can also provide useful information in precision agriculture. For example, if
we care about the color and near-infrared reflection information of a particular 3D spot,
we need the RGB 3D/4D reconstruction and the near-infrared 3D/4D reconstruction at the
same location. Similar to the 4D reconstruction problems, getting 3D/4D information of
different image modalities needs to ability to associate 3D/4D reconstructions from differ-
ent modalities into a single coordinate frame. To register 3D reconstructions from multiple
modalities, we need to be matched to build visual correspondence between 2D images
which are in multiple different modalities.
Registering images across different modalities is not a task that is limited to 3D recon-
struction. The calculation of Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) [35] which
is used to evaluate vegetation in remote sensing images needs near-infrared and red illu-
mination densities of each pixel, which needs to register and align red and near-infrared
images.
Although registering and matching images across different modalities are fundamental
tasks in images processing of multiple modalities, researchers have not found a general
solution yet. Some multi-spectral cameras have calibrated aligned lens array for different
frequencies to make the output images aligned automatically, but those cameras with lens
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array are generally more expensive and need accurate manual optical calibrations.
The standard approach to register images is by matching local descriptors in two im-
ages using some type of metrics. People started doing this with hand-crafted local image
descriptors in early 2000, and SIFT [84] is the baseline method for image registration and
matching. But most of the hand-crafted local image descriptors do not work out-of-box on
multi-spectral and hyper-spectral agriculture image sets, since in different image modali-
ties gradient direction may reverse: area brighter in RGB images may darker in infrared
images, or vice versa. People have spent lots of efforts on hand-crafted local image descrip-
tors, make modifications to make them work on multi-spectral and hyper-spectral cases, but
most of them are application-targeted approaches and not general enough for other appli-
cations.
Learning-based descriptors, especially convolutional neural network (CNN) based de-
scriptors, have drawn a lot of attention in recent years because of their superior perfor-
mances without the need for sophisticated hand-crafted feature design skills. Another rea-
son why learning based methods are preferred in cross-modality registration and matching
is that given enough training data, these methods are adaptive between any modalities. But
one of the major drawbacks of most learning based local image descriptors is that they
need lots of training data from manual labeling, and the trained models do not apply to
other image modalities. This limits the usage of learning based methods, since it’s user’s
responsibility to collect a large amount of data for training, and the data collection may be
hard due to required large amount of data.
In this chapter I propose a weakly-supervised method to train CNN local image de-
scriptors for matching pairs of images across different modalities. The advantage of the
proposed method is that the transformation between the input image pair is automatically
estimated during the training process of the CNN, with only a single inaccurate initial im-
age alignment parameter, and no precise manual transformation or patch pair supervision
input is required. The proposed method saves lots of labor and cost to train descriptors
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for cross-modality matching purpose, makes it useful in real applications, since no precise
image alignment or large amount of image patch pairs is required, using
Although the cross-modality image registration and matching method is proposed for
multi-spectral image registration purpose, the modality here is not limited to image spec-
trum (frequency): it can be any inherent property of the image, e.g. illumination, viewpoint,
etc. So we can also apply the proposed method to image registration and matching prob-
lems other than multi-spectral registration problems: data association between different
image modalities: different illumination caused by different weather, shadows, time of the
day, and viewpoints, etc.
My claims for the proposed method are:
• Comparable-to-supervised: the proposed method only need inaccurate human super-
vision on transformation between image pairs, and get comparable performance with
supervised methods, save lots of labor from accurate annotation.
• General: the proposed method is general to image registration and matching prob-
lems between any image modalities, for example, different electromagnetic frequency,
different illumination caused by weather/shadows/time, different viewpoints, etc.
• Robust: the proposed method is robust to large appearance difference between image
modalities, and large noise in input supervision.
This chapter summarizes and extends materials from my previous publication [114].
5.2 Related work
Hand-crafted local image descriptors Hand-crafted local image descriptors have been
invented and used for more than a decade. Most widely used hand-crafted local image
descriptor include SIFT [84] and SURF [115]. They are all using image local gradient
information to calculate the descriptors, while SURF gains speed up than SIFT by approx-
imating Gaussian second order partial derivatives by box filters. One of the problems of
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SIFT and SURF descriptors is that comparing them needs to calculate L2 distance, which
is slow to compute. So a new type of descriptor called binary descriptor is invented, which
addresses the issue by computing Hamming distance (can be efficiently computed on hard-
ware) during comparison. Example binary descriptors include BRIEF [116], BRISK [117]
and ORB [118]. Hand-crafted descriptors for cross-modalities image registration have also
been studies including shape context [119] and self-similarities descriptor [120].
Learning based local descriptors Siamese networks [121] are widely used to train im-
age local descriptors. A siamese network is a type of network applying symmetric (shared-
weight) CNN on both images of input image patch pair, and it has been used to train CNN
based local image descriptors. People have spent effort on formulating better loss functions
for siamese networks to get improved performance, for example applying Hinge embed-
ding loss [122], or by hard mining [123]. In addition, the papers [124, 125, 126] have
proposed a variant on the siamese network, called triple network, and make images triplets
as network input to improve the performance. Applications of siamese networks and their
trained image local descriptors include image patch matching [127], stereo matching [128,
129], optical flow [122] and robot localization [130].
Siamese networks have been also used in direct end-to-end image matching [131, 127,
132] other than local iamge descriptor. We do not favor such an approach, since we need
the raw image local descriptor to (1) approximate nearest neighbors (ANN) [133] like Kd-
tree or FLANN [133], which speed up the brutal force image matching process, and (2)
utilize other fast-search data structures, including Bag of word and vocabulary tree [134].
Cross-modalities image registration Mutual information has been used for cross-modalities
image registration in medical imaging for years [135] including registration across CT and
MRI, and there are existing software package [41]. A complete survey of using mutual
information in medical imaging is [135]. Remote sensing community has also studied
cross-modalities image registration for satellite multi-spectral images. Existing papers in-
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clude hand-crafted modification SIFT for multi-spectral image matching [39, 42], spatial
information helps matching original SIFT [40], and combine SIFT with mutual informa-
tion [136]. Other than image registration, mutual information has been also used for point
cloud registration [111].
Cross-modalities sensor data registration by neural network is proposed in [137], which
uses a neural network similar to siamese network. This is similar to the proposed method,
but it is limited to laser data and image registration, not cross-image registration. Also this
method is not an unsupervised or self-supervised approach.
5.3 Weakly-supervised cross-modality descriptor learning under homography
The purpose of weakly-supervised descriptor learning is to learn two image local descriptor
functions for each image, given a pair of image which may or may not have different image
modalities. The term weakly-supervised comes from the nature of the problem that the only
input of the proposed descriptor learning approach is a pair of image which may or may not
have same image modalities, and does not need to accurately aligned or registered, plus a
rough alignment. The output is an accurately estimated image alignment parameter, plus a
CNN descriptor network which can be used to generate L2-distance matchable descriptors
for the image pair. The idea of weakly supervised descriptor learning is shown in Fig. 5.1.
The image modality may have different definitions in different application. Exam-
ple image modalities include spectral frequencies or sensor types (RGB, near-infrared ,
far-infrared, etc.), illumination conditions (day or night, different shadows, etc.), or other
possible reasons cause the same object gives variant appearances in different images.
The use of the algorithm discussed in this section is only limited to the cases that exists
a single parameter defines warping between the two images of image pair. Formally says,




Figure 5.1: Idea of Weakly-supervised descriptor learning. Left is input and right is output.
Red box is the rough input alignment, blue is accurately estimated output alignment, and
green lines indicates matches using learned descriptors.
has that for each such point x in I , the corresponding point x′ ∈ I ′ is calculated by
x′ = w(x;ψ). (5.1)
Sll implementations and evaluations discussed in this section are limited to w(·;ψ) de-
fined by a homography transformation, while the algorithm discussed can be applied to
any transformation defined by form w(·;ψ). For general image pairs which are taken at
non-trivial 3D scenes, such transformation does not exist, and these cases will be discussed
in next section.
5.3.1 Preliminaries
We first briefly review how local descriptors are learned using siamese networks and how
these networks are trained. The neural network takes square patches as input and outputs a
feature descriptor vector. We denote n × n pixel patches taken from a c channel image as
x ∈ Rn×n× c. The network outputs a d–dimensional vector that is denoted as f(x; θ) ∈
Rd. Here, θ is a vector denoting the network parameters (or weights). We sometimes use
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f(x) instead of f(x; θ) for notational brevity.
The training data consists of two sets of pairs of patches. Each patch pair is denoted by
{x,x′}. The first set denoted by P contains true correspondences i.e. pairs of patches from
different images that depict the same scene point or object. The negative set denoted byN
contains pairs of patches that are not corresponding and depict different scene points and
objects. Training the network involves learning an embedding, where ‖f(x) − f(x′)‖2 is
small for positive pairs {x,x′} ∈ P , and the distance is large for negative pairs {x,x′} ∈
N . The loss function used during training is called contrastive loss [123, 124, 125, 138]. It
is defined for input pairs and has the following form.
L0(x,x
′; θ) = ‖f(x; θ)− f(x′; θ)‖2
L1(x,x
′; θ) = max( 0, µ− ‖f(x; θ)− f(x′; θ)‖2)
(5.2)
The hyperparameter µ denotes a margin and is often set to the value 1. The loss function
L0 encourages pairs of vectors to have smaller pairwise distances. In contrast, the hinge
loss L1 encourages the pairwise distances to increase and imposes a penalty when those
distances become smaller than the margin µ. The network parameters θ are computed by















Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) is often used for this problem and cross-validation
is used to pick the best model.
5.3.2 Algorithm
Given an image pair {I, I ′}, we assume that we know the family of 2D warping functions
w(· ;ψ) :R2→R2 with parameter vector ψ that transforms a pixel location or a patch in I
to the corresponding location or patch in I ′. We will now present our method to estimate
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the parameters ψ while simultaneously computing the network parameters θ. The resulting
embedding f(x; θ) will be specific to I and I ′.
Before describing our weakly supervised method is full detail, we first discuss a simpler
learning problem, that of learning θ when the parameter ψ is known. This problem can be
solved using supervised learning. We then motivate how this method can be extended to
the weakly supervised setting and finally present the proposed approach to learn ψ and
θ jointly using a joint optimization framework. Finally, we also present a hybrid variant
of siamese and pseudo siamese networks which is useful in cases where the input image
modalities differ a lot e.g. RGB and NIR.
Descriptor learning from an aligned image pair
When the alignment parameters ψ for an image pair are known, we can use the warping
function to extract corresponding patches from the images to train f(x; θ). We first select
a set of image patches in the first image I . For each such patch x in I , we find the warped
patch w(x;ψ) in I ′ and insert them into the set of positive pairs P . Similarly, we construct
the set of negative pairsN by randomly sampling patches in I ′ whose location in the image
are at least τ pixels away from the location of the true corresponding patch. The model can
now be trained by minimizing a pairwise loss function, similar to the one in Equation 5.2.
L0(x;ψ, θ) = ‖f(x; θ)− f(w(x;ψ); θ)‖2
L1(x,x
′; θ) = max( 0, µ− ‖f(x; θ)− f(x′; θ)‖2)
(5.4)
The network parameters are learned by minimizing the following objective over the pairs













This method still uses supervised learning but does so in an uncommon setting. The em-
bedding f(x; θ) is being learned from only a single image pair. Hence, the training set is
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small and the model is very likely to overfit to the data. When the alignment parameter ψ
is accurate, the embedding is still meaningful for this image. We will now analyze what
happens when the alignment is inaccurate and the correspondences it induces are imprecise.
From supervised to weakly supervised
To simulate the effect of imprecise alignment on an image pair, we add x and y translational
offsets to the true warping function to generate several imprecise candidates. For each
alignment candidate, we applied the supervised method just described previously to learn
a different embedding f(x; θ) from scratch and recorded the loss obtained at the end of
training. Figure 5.2 shows a visualization of the training loss for all x and y offsets up to ±
100 pixels.
The visualization shows the effect of misalignment on the training loss. There is a well
defined minimum at the center, i.e. when there is no misalignment. More over, the cost
surface is smooth and has a stable gradient near the center and does not have any signif-
icant spurious local minimal. This observation motivated the question. Can we minimize
the same pairwise loss to also iteratively estimate the alignment ψ as we train the neural
network?
This leads to our self-supervised method to jointly learn the descriptor and the warping
parameters. We still use the pairwise loss function defined in Eq. 5.4, but the warping
parameter ψ is no longer assumed to be known. Instead it is a variable in the loss function
optimization.












Our self-supervised method does not need any transformation supervision, but the train-
ing loss will in general be non-convex. With iterative optimization techniques based on
gradient descent, there is no guarantee of convergence to the correct estimate of ψ start-
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Train loss map vs. H
pixel pixel
Figure 5.2: Visualization of final training losses (see Eq. 5.4) for supervised method on an
image pair, where 2D translations (up to ± 100 pixels) were added to the true locations in
the second image. Darker color indicates lower loss.
ing from an arbitrary initial value. Thus, our method is weakly supervised. It needs a
reasonable initialization of ψ or requires the input images to be roughly aligned. While
this sounds like a limitation, coarse alignment is available in many cases and our empirical
evidence shows that our method can handle a fairly large amount of misalignment.
Joint alignment and weakly supervised learning
In all the implementations and evaluations of this section, I assume that the warping model
w is based on a 2D homography. Thus, we can handle image pairs from a purely zooming
or rotating camera or overlapping images of a planar scene from one or more cameras.
We now describe the joint optimization for the homography case in more details. To
generate patches from an image, we extract multiple randomly sampled 2D keypoints from
the image. Each keypoint p has a position (x, y), orientation φ and scale s, from which
we can resample a n × n square patch using bilinear interpolation. Mathematically, we
write this as x = B(p; I). To obtain corresponding patches, we transform the keypoint p



















Figure 5.3: Overview of joint model for descriptor learning and estimating alignment.
resample the patch associated with p′. Here wk is the same warping function as w, but wk
transforms keypoints instead of patches. Mathematically, we have,
x=B(p; I), w(x;ψ)=B(p′; I ′)=B(wk(p;ψ); I ′). (5.7)
Bilinear interpolation is differentiable with respect to the homography parameters. When
we substitute w(x;ψ) from Eq. 5.7 into Eqs. 5.4 and 5.6, the new training loss remains dif-
ferentiable with respect to θ and ψ. Thus, we can use backpropagation to compute the
derivatives. Figure 5.3 illustrates our model. Since the parameter vector ψ gets iteratively
updated, we compute the positive pairs using the updated homography from scratch and
regenerate the positive training set on-the-fly in each iteration. However, the set of negative
pairs remains fixed throughout. The neural network architecture, implementation details of
keypoint warping and the homography parametrization are discussed in Section 5.3.3.
Partially shared pseudo siamese network
Since siamese networks use shared weights for both input patches, they may perform poorly
when the input image pairs have different modalities, e.g. RGB and NIR, since one set of










Figure 5.4: We train standard siamese networks and a special form of pseudo-siamese
networks with unshared weights in the first layer to adapt to different image modalities
(shown by orange and green).
network weights have been investigated in domain adaptation and transfer learning [139,
140]. In pseudo-siamese networks, both networks have the same structure but have dif-
ferent copies of the weights. They have been used for matching different modalities [141,
142]. but do not provide a significant gain when both inputs have the same modality [143].
With twice the parameters, pseudo-siamese networks tend to perform worse than siamese
networks when training data is limited.
We explore a special case of pseudo-siameses networks where the weights of only the
first layer of both networks are different i.e. the first layer is unshared, but the remaining
parameters of the network are shared (see Fig. 5.4). This allows the first layer to adapt to
the different modalities but only adds a small number of parameters to the model. This is
important for us since the training sets are quite small.
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5.3.3 Implementation details
Homography parameterization for SGD
Unlike second-order methods e.g. Gauss-Newton, first-order methods like SGD are not
curvature-aware and have trouble optimizing ill-conditioned problems when different di-
mensions of the parameter space differ a lot in scale. The usual 8-DOF parameterization







Fig. 5.5 shows the scale variation of the eight parameters for some homographies in the
HPatches dataset [144].
Therefore, we choose a well-conditioned homography parametrization that is more suit-
able for use with SGD. Based on dimensional analysis [145] in physics, we check the unit
of H the homography mapping although, there are no physical units.
x′=
h11x+ h12y + h13
h31x+ h32y + 1
, y′=
h21x+ h22y + h23
h31x+ h32y + 1
. (5.9)
Here, x, y, x′ and y′ are in pixels. So to reach dimensional homogeneity, h11, h12, h21, h22
must have unit 1, h13, h23 must have pixel unit, and h31, h32 must have pixel−1 unit. Thus,













Here, α is a scale hyperparameter that we set to 64. This parametrization is scale normal-
ized (see Fig. 5.5) and conveniently maps ψ = 0 to the identity homography.
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Figure 5.5: Homography parameter’s distributions of dataset [144] in log-scale, left is be-
fore normalization in H , and right is normalization in ψ with α = 64.
Keypoint transformation under homography
Here we define how an image keypoint can be warped through a homography transforma-
tion. The position (x′, y′) of a warped keypoint p′ is given by Eq. 5.9. To find the orien-
tation φ′ and scale s′ of the point p′, we treat p as a 2D vector [v0, v1]T with orientation φ
and length s with origin (x, y) in image I . Then, we have
v0 ∝ s cosφ, v1 ∝ s sinφ (5.11)
Warping a keypoint is the same as finding the warped vector (v′0, v
′
1)
T in I ′. Assuming the
vectors are short, we can use finite differences on Eq. 5.9 to compute the values of
v′0 ≈
h11v0 + h12v1
h31x+ h32y + 1
, v′1 ≈
h21v0 + h22v1
h31x+ h32y + 1
(5.12)
The orientation and scale of p′ can be computed by substituting values of v′0 and v
′
1 from












Implementation details about how keypoint sets {p} are selected are described below. To
obtain image patches to train our model, we select keypoint sets {p} and {p′} with suf-
ficient randomization to reduce the effect of overfitting. We sample approximately 4000
keypoints in each image. The positions of these keypoints are sampled from areas with
sufficient contrast by selecting areas were the local gradient magnitude exceeds 0.051 and
selecting pixels randomly from a uniform distribution. The orientation is sampled uni-
formly from the range [0, 2π] and the scale values are sampled such that log2 s is distributed
uniformly in the interval [0, 4]. We also check that the warped keypoint p′ lies inside the
boundary of image I ′. Although the cropped patches extracted from {p} and {p′} spatially
overlap, selecting the orientation and scales randomly provides effective data augmenta-
tion.
We use a shallow network architecture: Conv(16,32,5,1)-Tanh-MaxPool(12,
-,2,2)-Conv(6,64,3,1)-Tanh-FC(256). The parameters of each layer are de-
noted by (Input,Channel,Kernel,Stride). The patch size is 16× 16 pixels and
descriptor dimension is d= 256. We chose this architecture because similar shallow net-
works have been shown to work well if trained properly [125, 123]. Second, due to limited
training data we prefer a lower network capacity to reduce the risk of overfitting. How-
ever, our proposed ideas can be combined with other network architectures as well. The
optimization is done using SGD with batch size of 64 and momentum of 0.9, with an ini-
tial learning rate of 10−4 which is temporally annealed. Our implementation is based on
Tensorflow [146].
To address the fact that a large initial misalignment may be present, the training is
done in a coarse-to-fine fashion on an image pyramid, where the coarsest level has about
80 pixels in the larger axis. The joint alignment and network training starts at coarsest
pyramid level after which the estimated parameter ψ∗ is used to initialize ψ at the next
1image intensities have mean 0 and standard deviation 1
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level, whereas the network parameters θ∗ are discarded. The parameters ψ∗ and θ∗ from
the finest level are the final output.
5.3.4 Evaluation on the HPatches dataset
The proposed method is first evaluated on matching color images from HPatches [144] to
compare with existing methods, then the method is tested for aligning aerial RGB and NIR
images that were captured using an off the shelf drone. On both datasets, ours descriptor is
quantitatively evaluated to SIFT [84] and DAISY [147]. We also compare to four learned
approaches – DeepCompare [143] with one (-s) and two stream (-s2s) siamese networks,
DeepDesc [123] and DeepPatchMatch [148] which are currently amongst the top ranked
methods on HPatches and were trained on the MVSCorr dataset [149]. Mean average
precision (mAP) is the used metric to evaluate descriptor performance, which is defined by
the following: For a single test image pair in both datasets, there is a set of N patches {xi}
extracted from I and corresponding {x′i} from I ′. We first calculate descriptors di and d′i
for all patches, and for each descriptor di we look for L2 nearest neighbor in {d′i} with
result nearest neighbor index ki. The average precision (AP) is the percentage of correct








and the mean average precision (mAP) is defined by average AP across all the image pairs
in the dataset.
HPatches [144] contains image pairs rated at EASY, HARD and TOUGH difficulty lev-
els for 116 scenes where 59 scenes have viewpoint variations and the rest vary in illumi-
nation. The evaluation protocol in HPatches involves calculating mAP on pre-extracted
pairs of grayscale patches. We implement this protocol but using our own patches so that
descriptors computed from RGB patches can also be evaluated. To generate the evaluation
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patches, we extracted about 1400 DoG keypoints [84] in the first image, warped the under-
lying patches by the ground truth homographies and sampled the corresponding patches in
the second image.
Descriptor performance evaluation
We evaluate four variants of our method for grayscale and RGB patches combined with the
siamese network (Ours-s) and the pseudo siamese network (Ours-ps) respectively. The
descriptor mAP evaluation is summarized in Table 5.1, and we show two example image
pairs with alignment and descriptor results of Ours-ps in Fig. 5.6 and Fig. 5.7. All six
baselines were based on grayscale patches. The coarse alignment needed by our method
for initialization was simulated by adding random 2D translational perturbations to the true
homography, where the shift is equal to 5% of the image size (see later for results with
larger shifts).
In this evaluation, Ours-s-Grayscale is ranked lower than pre-trained CNN but the gap
in mAP is small – 0.57 (ours) v.s. 0.59–0.62 [143, 123, 148]. This is expected, since those
CNNs were trained offline on a massive patch dataset whereas in our case, the network is
optimized from scratch on each image pair. SIFT and DAISY have much lower mAP of
0.39 and 0.47 respectively. However, our RGB networks have the highest overall accuracy.
The pseudo siamese (mAP = 0.633) and the siamese network (mAP = 0.631) both had
similar accuracies. The siamese variant Ours-s-RGB has the highest mAP in four out of
the six subgroups. This evaluation shows that the descriptors learned from scratch by our
method are representative even though we do not expect them to generalize to new images.
Analyzing robustness to initial alignment error
We also analyze the robustness of our method to increasing amounts of error in the initial
alignment. Figure 5.8 shows the results of these experiments. The plots show both the


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.6: TOUGH pair from HPatches (v coffeehouse): (a) LEFT: The two input images.
MIDDLE: The result in the upper row is the initial alignment. Here both images have been
overlaid and blended with each other. The lower row shows the alignment computed by our
estimated homography. RIGHT: Zoomed-in views of a specific region of the image shows
the quality of the initial and final alignments. (b) The sparse feature matches between the
two images. These are computed by extracting SIFT keypoints and matching feature de-
scriptors learned using our method. The matches are filtered using a geometric verification




Figure 5.7: TOUGH pair from HPatches (i contruction): (a) LEFT: The two input images.
MIDDLE: The result in the upper row is the initial alignment. Here both images have been
overlaid and blended with each other. The lower row shows the alignment computed by our
estimated homography. RIGHT: Zoomed-in views of a specific region of the image shows
the quality of the initial and final alignments. (b) The sparse feature matches between the
two images. These are computed by extracting SIFT keypoints and matching feature de-
scriptors learned using our method. The matches are filtered using a geometric verification
step that robustly fits a homography and finds inlier matches. The outliers are not shown.
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starting with a different amount of translational perturbation. The homography error is
equal to the average warping error of the true feature matches under the estimated homog-
raphy, after normalizing the error by the image size. The plots show that the homography
error is very low for small perturbations (up to 7.5%) which indicates accurate alignment.
The alignment error does increase with higher perturbation. However, it is worth noting
that here, we adhere to the standard descriptor evaluation protocol and avoid RANSAC
and geometric constraints to robustly estimate the homography which would have easily
yielded more accurate alignments.
For perturbations between 0.0–0.1, the mAP curves are mostly flat i.e. the mAP drop
is fairly small. The mAP drops by an amount between 0.01 and 0.04 for the six subgroups.
In these plots, a perturbation of 0.1 is equal to a 2D shift of 10% of the image size. As the
perturbation increases, the accuracy of our method drops gradually. At 0.2, the mAP is still
reasonably high for the EASY and HARD groups whereas performance drops more for the
TOUGH group.
5.3.5 Evaluation on RGB and NIR images
Next, we report our evaluation of RGB–NIR image alignment which has useful applications
in precision agriculture (see example in Fig. 5.9). The main difficulties here are frequent
gradient reversal and the lack of correlation in the visible spectrum and the NIR band (770–
810nm).
We collected 50 RGB-NIR image pairs and manually annotated sparse correspondences
in them and then recovered ground truth homographies. We split these into two sets – a
training set of 40 pairs and a test set of 10 pairs. We evaluate the descriptor performance
and homography estimation accuracy on the training set, which we present next.
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Figure 5.8: The average error of the estimated homography and mAP score of our method
on EASY, HARD and TOUGH pairs for a range of initial translation errors (expressed as a
fraction of the image size). Upper and lower rows are for ”v” and ”i” groups respectively
in HPatches [144] (see text).
Descriptor performance evaluation
We calculate the mAP of our descriptors on the 40 training pairs using the same protocol
used for HPatches. In each case, an identity transformation was used for initialization.
We compared our method with the six baselines where the color patches were converted
to grayscale. Table. 5.2 summarizes the descriptor performance evaluation for this case.
Our method performs significantly outperforms all existing methods. The existing learned
methods were not trained for these modalities and are not applicable when datasets with
ground truth correspondences are unavailable. In this case, the pseudo-siamese network
(mAP = 0.603) is much more accurate than the siamese network (mAP = 0.404) for the
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Table 5.2: Descriptor evaluation on RGB and NIR image alignment, shows the descriptor














Analyzing robustness to initial alignment error
Once again, we evaluate our method by adding translational shifts to the ground truth
alignment and simulate initializations of increasing difficulty. Since mutual information
is sometimes used to align images of different modalities [150], we compare our pseudo-
siamese network to an advanced mutual information based image registration method –
Elastix [41] which uses Mattes’ mutual information metric [151], with the same coarse
to fine pyramid resolution as our method. The results are shown in Fig. 5.10. With in-
creasing translational perturbation, the mAP decreases gradually and the homography error
increases as expected. However, our method is consistently more reliable than Elastix.
In particular, our method has near-zero homography error (i.e. all pairs in training set are
accurately aligned ) up to a perturbation of 0.05 whereas Elastix is accurate only up to
a much smaller perturbation of 0.025.
Automatic descriptor learning
We now evaluate the effectiveness of our method for automatically building a dataset with-




Figure 5.9: RGB NIR image pair 1: (a) LEFT: The two input images. MIDDLE: The
result in the upper row is the initial alignment. Here both images have been overlaid and
blended with each other. The lower row shows the alignment computed by our estimated
homography. RIGHT: Zoomed-in views of a specific region of the image shows the quality
of the initial and final alignments. (b) The sparse feature matches between the two images.
These are computed by extracting SIFT keypoints and matching feature descriptors learned
using our method. The matches are filtered using a geometric verification step that robustly
fits a homography and finds inlier matches. The outliers are not shown.
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Figure 5.10: Homography errors (alignment accuracy) and mAP (descriptor performance)
for increasing error levels in the initial alignment. Results are presented for both our method
and Elastix [41] which uses mutual information for image registration. Our method
consistently handles a larger degree of initial misalignment.
descriptor performance. We run our method on 40 RGB/NIR image pairs. Using the ho-
mography obtained from each pair we extract correspondences. Specifically, DoG fea-
tures points extracted from the RGB images are warped by the estimated homography. We
construct a set of 62K positive pairs in the training set. The supervised descriptor is a
siamese CNN architecture (see Section 5.3.3), and trained using the same hyperparameters
described earlier except that fewer training epochs were used.
This supervised descriptor network is evaluated using the same protocol as before but
on the 10 test image pairs, Table. 5.3 shows the mAP for this method. The mAP of 0.556 is
comparable to the that of our weakly supervised method and significantly higher than any
of the existing methods. The reported performance was obtained without tuning network
architecture or any of its hyperparameters. These preliminary results are quite promising
and shows that our weakly supervised method is indeed feasible for automatically learning
local descriptors from coarsely aligned images. Higher accuracy is possible by running
this method at scale on multiple scenes and by testing different network architectures and
training objectives.
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Table 5.3: Descriptor evaluation on RGB and NIR image alignment, shows the descriptor
performance on the 10 test pairs. Those descriptors were trained in supervised fashion on












5.4 Extension to 3D cases
In the final part of this chapter I extend the proposed weakly-supervised descriptor and
alignment learning to cases captured in general 3D scenes. The algorithm proposed in
last section is only able to be applied to the cases which there is a single parameter ψ
defines warping between the image pair, which meets x′ = w(x;ψ). But for x and x′ from
image pair I and I ′ which are captured at a non-planar 3D scene, there is no such warping
function exists. In fact, given x and relative pose between I and I ′, all possible x′ are lay
in the epipolar line defined by the relative pose and camera calibrations.
In this section, I propose an extension of the proposed weakly-supervised descriptor
learning, which extends the method to align and match image pairs captured in general 3D
scenes, with the help from extra 3D information input. The basic idea is that if the depth of
x is known, we can back-project the 2D image point to a 3D point, not a line, in this way
we can uniquely determine where x′ is on epipolar line.
5.4.1 Algorithm
Although a unique warping function x′ = w(x;ψ) for x and x′ from image pair I and I ′
which are captured at a non-planar 3D scene does not exist, since a given x only determine
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x′ on epipolar line, but with help from extra 3D information, we can determine the unique
x′. If the depth measurement of x in I is known by d, the 3D location of x in camera I’s
frame is determined by dKp, where K is camera I’s intrinsic calibration matrix, and p is





If the relative pose between I and I ′ is determined by rotation matrix R plus translation t,




 = p′ = K′(dRK−1p+ t), (5.16)
where p′ is homogeneous coordinate of x′ with unimportant arbitrary scale s, and K′ is
camera I ′’s intrinsic calibration.
Given how x′ is projected with the knowing d, the warping function w of x with ac-
companied depth input d and warping parameter R and t is defined by
w(x, d; R, t) = x′ (5.17)
where x′ is calculated by Eq. 5.16. This warping function has similar form to original
warping function, but with extra depth input. With the well defined warping function of
x to x′, we apply the same function to image patches from x to x′, and the original loss
function for joint descriptor and alignment learning in Eq. 5.4 can be updated
L0(x, d; R, t, θ) = ‖f(x; θ)− f(w(x, d; R, t); θ)‖2
L1(x,x




















Figure 5.11: Overview of joint model for descriptor learning and estimating relative pose.
and the joint descriptor and alignment learning can be formulated by












Fig. 5.11 shows the diagram of the joint descriptor and alignment learning under 3D.
The major change compared to the original method is that the depth image on the left.
Other than I and I ′, depth image D captured at I viewpoint is used as algorithm input, and
point depth d is queried at p onD. The source ofD can be either direct depth measurements
from sensors including LIDAR and Kinect, or from 3D reconstructions including structure
from motion and multiview stereo.
5.4.2 Implementation details
Normalized relative pose parameterization
In the proposed joint descriptor and alignment learning under 3D by Eq. 5.19, the objective
is to optimize (learn) the neural network weights θ and relative pose R and t between I
and I ′ jointly. But as discussed in Sec. 5.3.3, similarly to joint neural network and homog-
raphy learning, the problem is not well conditioned since parameters to be optimized have
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different scale.
Similar to Sec. 5.3.3, inspired by dimensional analysis [145] in physics, we check the
unit of θ, R and t. Apparently θ and R have no physical unit, and t has a length unit (like
meter or feet). The relative pose R and t are normalized to a single 6-DOF parameterization
ψ which is optimized, so joint descriptor and alignment learning first defined in Eq. 5.19
can formulated to a well-conditioned form by



















In ψ’s definition, davg is the average depth of depth image D (exclude no measurement
area). The reason to use davg to normalize t is divided bydavg will remove t’s physical
unit, plus a rough estimated scene scale. A simple illustration is if you enlarge a scene
by 2, although t will be doubled, t/davg will remain unchanged. α is a hyper-parameter to
uniformly scale ψ, to make the joint optimization of ψ and θ well conditioned. In the actual
implementation α = 128. ω is the Rodrigues parameterization of the rotation matrix [77]




|ω|2 (1− cos(|ω|)) (5.22)














One problem of the above parameterization is that when ω is close to zero and R is close
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to identity, |ω| is close to zero, calculating Eq. 5.22 will perform a divide-by-zero. A
good approximation is use by when |ω| is close to zero (in actual implementation when
|ω| < 10−9)
exp(ω∧) ≈ I + ω∧, when |ω| → 0, (5.24)
since
ω∧
|ω| sin(|ω|) ≈ ω
∧, when |ω| → 0. (5.25)
CNN training
In my implementation of the 3D enabled weakly-supervised descriptor learning, most im-
plementation details remain the same as for the homography-based method, since the only
changed part is the image warping model. The image keypoint and patch sampling strategy
remains the same. We still use the shallow network architecture: Conv(16,32,5,1)-
Tanh-MaxPool(12,-,2,2)-Conv(6,64,3,1)-Tanh-FC(256), since its lower
network capacity makes it fast to train, and reduce the risk of overfitting due to the small
amount of training data. The coarse-to-fine fashion on an image pyramid is still used to
address possible large initial error on relative pose.
5.4.3 Evaluation on the Middlebury dataset
The evaluation is performed on the Middlebury stereo vision 2014 dataset [152], which
includes 23 sets of high resolution multiview image with ground truth depth. While the
dataset was designed for benchmarking of multiview stereo methods, since it has multiple
image pairs (under different illumination conditioned) with ground truth depth, it is used
here to benchmark the proposed descriptor and relative pose learning. Example image
sets of Middlebury dataset are shown in Fig. 5.12 and Fig. 5.13. Each multiview image
set in Middlebury dataset includes four RGB images and one ground truth depth image:
one RGB image I is captured at view one, three RGB images I ′ are captured at view two
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Table 5.4: Middlebury descriptor evaluation: mAP for five baselines and our variants of our
method. For each of the subgroups, the best method using grayscale patches is highlighted
in bold. When one of the RGB methods has a higher mAP than the best grayscale method,
it is also highlighted.
Colorspace Method SAME EXPOSURE FLASH Average
Grayscale
SIFT [84] 0.615 0.610 0.390 0.538
DAISY [147] 0.652 0.513 0.321 0.495
DeepCompare-s [143] 0.741 0.725 0.495 0.656
DeepCompare-s2s [143] 0.739 0.729 0.492 0.653
DeepDesc [123] 0.756 0.725 0.504 0.662
Ours-s-Grayscale 0.524 0.567 0.325 0.472
Ours-ps-Grayscale 0.492 0.515 0.240 0.415
RGB
Ours-s-RGB 0.719 0.685 0.421 0.608
Ours-ps-RGB 0.660 0.649 0.379 0.563
with three different settings: same exposure with I , different exposure with I , using flash.
The resulting three image matching problems between I and I ′ are designed from easy to
hard. Finally the ground truth depth image D is captured at I’s viewpoint. Mean average
precision (mAP) is also the used metric here to evaluate descriptor performance.
Table 5.4 shows the learned descriptor performance in mAP settings, compared to five
hand-crafted or learning-based baselines. The results show that the learned descriptor has
similar performance compare to the hand-crafted baselines, but poorer performance than
the CNN-based baselines. We also realize that the siamese network version (-s) of the
proposed method, has better performance compared to the pseudo-siamese network ver-
sion (-ps). This is easy to understand, since the task here is matching RGB to RGB image
pairs, which are captured at same modality, and only suffers from illumination difference.
Although pseudo-siamese network is a better representation to handle illumination differ-
ence, due to its larger network capacity, there is possibility that illumination difference is
harder to train and have poor performance. Some example image matching results using
learned descriptor by siamese network version proposed method are shown in Fig. 5.15 and
5.16.
Compared to the performance of the proposed method with homography image warping
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(a) Image I
(b) Image I ′
Figure 5.12: Middlebury 2014 dataset example pairs CLASSROOM (a) Left: image I . Mid-
dle: depth image D. Right: extracted keypoints in I used for learning. (b) Three I ′ candi-
dates, captured at same viewpoints (share the same relative pose vs. I), but under different
illumination conditions, named as SAME, EXPOSURE and FLASH.
(a) Image I
(b) Image I ′
Figure 5.13: Middlebury 2014 dataset example pairs ADIRONDACK (a) Left: image I .
Middle: depth image D. Right: extracted keypoints in I used for learning. (b) Three I ′
candidates, captured at same viewpoints (share the same relative pose vs. I), but under
different illumination conditions, named as SAME, EXPOSURE and FLASH.
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(a) Patches ∈ I
(b) Patches ∈ I ′
Figure 5.14: Example image patch pairs in various scales, which have significant appear-
ance differences, caused by occlusion in foreground/changes in background due to parallax.
model, the performance of the 3D method is lower. The reasons are twofold: (1) Similar to
the issue suffered by the homography-based method, in contrast to other supervised meth-
ods, the proposed weakly-supervised method suffers from having only a small amount of
training data since they all come from a single image pair, and a limited network representa-
tion ability due to the small network capacity. (2) For two images captured for a non-trivial
3D scene at different viewpoints, there is a significant parallax effect. This effect changes
object appearance by changing its background or by changing its foreground by occlusion.
The parallax effect changes appearance of positive patch pairs, makes them have differ-
ent appearance, although geometrically they are still captured by looking at the same 3D
points. The parallax effect does not exist for image pairs under homograhy transforma-
tion, and this will makes the learning hard under 3D cases, due to poor quality of positive
training data. Some example image pairs suffers parallax effect is shown in Fig. 5.14.
Although the proposed method does not work as well as state-of-the-art supervised
learning methods in RGB–RGB image registration tasks, I still believe it has potential
for improved performance in cross-modality image registrations, as shown in cases under
homography transformation. Unfortunately due to the dataset available, I have not been





Figure 5.15: Matching results of CLASSROOM using learned descriptor + FLANN + 8-





Figure 5.16: Matching results of ADIRONDACK using learned descriptor + FLANN + 8-




6.1 Conclusions and claims
In this thesis I propose and discuss multiple techniques to build time-series and multi-modal
3D reconstructions for precision agriculture applications, and alongside the technical con-
tributions, a multi-year peanut field dataset was collected for evaluation purposes. The
technical content of this thesis is composed of three main parts: in the first part (Chap-
ter 3), a 3D reconstruction pipeline using low cost sensor data as input is proposed. To
deal with asynchronous sensor collected by low cost sensors, I proposed a sparse Gaussian
process based continuous-time state estimation approach. In the second part (Chapter 4),
the concept of spatio-temporal reconstruction (a.k.a. 4D reconstruction) is defined, and I
proposed a factor graph based 4D reconstruction method to solve the 4D reconstruction
problems. As part of this I proposed a robust visual data association method to provide
the visual correspondence input needed for 4D reconstruction. In the third part (Chap-
ter 5), I proposed a weakly-supervised descriptor and image alignment learning method
to solve image matching problems under different image modalities (e.g. different illumi-
nation, different spectrum, etc.), which clears the path to build fully multi-modal 3D/4D
reconstructions.
Here we briefly review the claims of this thesis, and the results presented in previous
chapters that support them:
Monocular 3D reconstruction method obtains highly accurate and large scale 3D re-
constructions from various low-cost sensor data, and the 3D reconstructions are useful
to estimate 3D information of crops. In Chapter 3, I present a GP-based trajectory esti-
mation approach, which enables fusion of asynchronous sensor data collected by hardware
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without synchronization; I also present a factor graph based 3D reconstruction method
based on the proposed GP trajectory estimation, and show the 3D reconstruction results
which can be used to estimate 3D geometry statistics of crops.
Spatio-temporal (4D) reconstruction method obtains highly accurate and large scale
spatio-temporal reconstructions from various low-cost sensor data, which are col-
lected at time sequences, and the spatio-temporal reconstructions are useful to esti-
mate 3D information of crops in temporal sequences. In Chapter 4, I present a full 4D
reconstruction pipeline, including a robust image registration method and a factor graph
based 4D reconstruction method. Extensive evaluation on multi-year dataset shows the
proposed 4D reconstruction pipeline can get accurate 3D information of crops in temporal
sequences, from low cost sensor data.
Weakly-supervised local image descriptor and alignment learning obtains robust im-
age registration of different modalities from input without annotation, enables getting
multi-spectral 3D information of crop with little human labor. In Chapter 5, I present
a weakly-supervised local descriptor and registration learning method, which can be use to
register cross-modality or same-modality image pairs. Extensive evaluation on RGB-RGB
and RGB-NIR datasets shows the proposed weakly-supervised pipeline can get compara-
ble performance to state-of-the-art supervised methods in RGB-RGB and RGB-NIR image
registration tasks, meanwhile without need of accurate human annotation input.
6.2 Future work
Although this thesis proposes a full pipeline to build 4D/multi-modal reconstructions, the
4D/multi-modal reconstructions are limited to point clouds, without any instance or seman-
tic information. Semantic information [153] and object/instance level information [154,
155, 153] have been explored by SLAM community many years, and there have been
works explore instance level 3D information captured by LIDAR in precision agriculture
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applications [13, 21, 16]. Preliminary works of extracting instance level information from
proposed 4D reconstruction include [113], in which an EM based method is proposed to
segmenting 4D point clouds to separated plants, but there is space for more effort, espe-
cially integrating instance/semantic information estimation with geometry estimation.
This thesis presents some interesting 3D/4D reconstruction results of the field from
real world datasets, and shows the potential for using 3D/4D reconstructions in precision
agriculture applications, but this thesis does not include further analysis of such results
which will directly benefit farmers. Multiple directions are worth to try given 3D/4D multi-
spectral reconstructions. For example, normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) is
one the most important application of multi-spectral image information in crop monitor-
ing [35], but it is only calculated from 2D images for now. Possible extension of NDVI
from 2D multi-spectral images to 3D/4D multi-spectral reconstructions will integrate spec-
trum and geometry information of crops, help better estimation of crop health.
Finally, due to equipment limits, the multi-spectral dataset in this project is not col-
lected at high resolution, prohibiting the delivery of high resolution 3D/4D multi-spectral
reconstructions. Future evaluation of the proposed method in this thesis is desired when
such high-resolution datasets become available.
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